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KEY FIGURES

1/1/ - 6/30/2022 1/1/ - 6/30/2021 Change

Consolidated revenues 1, 2 1,566.8 1,199.4 31%

Consolidated revenues (annualized) 1,2 in EUR millions 3,169.7 2,652.9 20%

EBITDA 1, 2 in EUR millions 85.1 83.4 2%

Consolidated profit/loss 1,3 in EUR millions 55.7 30.3 84%

Earings per share

basic 1, 2 in EUR 0.09 0.47 -81%

diluted 1, 2 in EUR 0.09 0.47 -81%

Cash flows from operating activities 1 in EUR millions -48.3 84.6 <-100%

Cash flows from investing activities 1 in EUR millions -51.1 -49.5 -3%

Free cash flow 1 in EUR millions -99.4 35.1 <-100%

6/30/2022 12/31/2021 Change

Assets in Mio. EUR 2,316.0 2,281.2 2%

of which cash and cash equivalents in Mio. EUR 310.3 444.0 -30%

Liabilities in Mio. EUR 1,734.2 1,688.7 3%

of which financial liabilities in Mio. EUR 426.8 379.4 13%

Equity 3 in Mio. EUR 581.8 592.5 -2%

Equity ratio 3 in % 25.1 26.0 -4%

Employees at the reporting date 2 11,057 11,141 -1%

1  The prior-year consolidated statement of comprehensive income and the consolidated statement of cash flows were adjusted for  c omparison 
purposes according to the provisions set forth under IFRS 5.

2 From continued operations.
3 Including non-controlling interests.
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LETTER TO SHAREHOLDERS

Dear shareholders, employees, and friends of our company,

The world economy is still confronted with particular areas of tension. Multiple concurrent crises are leaving deep 
marks on the macroeconomic environment, necessitating particular vigilance on our part. The challenging effects 
of the coronavirus pandemic persist. Despite intensive diplomatic efforts, it has not yet been possible to negotiate 
an end to the war in Ukraine, which was triggered by Russian aggression in the end of February 2022. As direct 
consequences of the war, commodity markets are strained, causing prices to rise, global supply chains are 
stressed to the breaking point, and the global economy has slowed further. All these factors have fueled rising 
inflation, with the inflation rate in Germany reaching 7.5 percent in July 2022. Therefore, central banks across 
the world have been raising interest rates, among them the European Central Bank, which recently raised its 
benchmark interest rate to 0.5 percent. As an expression of the ever worsening outlook for the global economy, 
the International Monetary Fund lowered its 2022 growth forecast to 3.2 percent, down from 3.6 percent in April 
2022.

The unusually challenging macroeconomic situation presents both risks and opportunities for the AURELIUS Equity 
Opportunities Group. The risks could directly or indirectly impact the Group, so that its financial position, cash 
flows, financial performance, and business planning could be adversely affected. However, AURELIUS Equity 
 Opportunities also sees opportunities in this general situation. Companies around the world can be expected to 
increasingly consider the option of selling operations in Europe that no longer belong to their core businesses. The 
three investing entities of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities are well prepared for such scenarios. 

The management of AURELIUS continually analyzes the situation of its portfolio companies and provides close 
 advice and support to the operating executives on location. Thanks to the closeness to the portfolio companies, 
countermeasures can be implemented quickly. At the time of this report, however, potential further adverse effects 
on the financial position, cash flows, financial performance, and business planning of the AURELIUS Equity 
 Opportunities Group cannot be precisely estimated. 

In the first half of 2022 and in the time until the completion of the semiannual report, AURELIUS Equity 
 Opportunities completed three transactions under the co-investment structure, five add-on acquisitions for 
existing portfolio companies, and two exits, including the highly successful sale of AKAD University. In a mile-
stone transaction, the joint acquisition of McKesson UK with AURELIUS European Opportunities Fund IV was 
completed in April. The transactions completed to date prove that the Group’s strategic pillars of add-on trans-
actions and co-investments are especially well suited to creating value-added for the Group in the currently 
stressed market environment. 

The portfolio companies of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities have navigated this challenging market environment 
well in 2022 to date. Consolidated revenues were up 31 percent over the year-ago period, due in part to solid 
revenue growth in the existing portfolio companies and in part to the platform investments made in 2021, which 
were included in the consolidated results for six full months for the first time. The add-on acquisitions made in 
the current year also contributed to the Group’s revenue growth. Operating earnings before interest, taxes, 
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 depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) increased to EUR 127.5 million (H1 2021: EUR 122.4 million), proving the 
exceptional resilience of the Group’s portfolio. EBITDA from continued operations came to EUR 85.1 million (H1 
2021: EUR 83.4 million).

The AURELIUS Equity Opportunities Group expects that the transaction environment will remain consistently posi-
tive in the second half of 2022. Also in this regard, however, it will be necessary to view the market and the new 
opportunities it presents, including both acquisitions and exits, with vigilance. The acquisition pipeline is well filled. 
Moreover, multiple exit candidates are being considered and some exit processes are already being prepared. 

AURELIUS Equity Opportunities intensified its ESG measures in the first half of 2022. In the “social” category, an 
 extensive employee survey was conducted, among other measures. Based on the positive feedback received, in-
cluding the currently prevailing understanding of an equal-opportunity work environment within the company, the 
management is currently devising measures to foster continuous improvement. The company has also imple-
mented a continuing education and career advancement program for its employees, known as the GROW Initiative. 

The business success achieved in the first half of 2022 is the expression of the team’s abiding commitment to 
 excellence. We wish to thank all employees of the Group for their dedication and commitment to our vision and 
our shareholders for the trust they have placed in the AURELIUS Equity Opportunities Group.

Sincerely,

Matthias Täubl   Fritz Seemann 
Chief Executive Officer (CEO)  Managing Director

Richard Schulze-Muth 
Chief Finance Officer (CFO)
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NET ASSET VALUE OF THE GROUP COMPANIES

in EUR million June 30, 2022 

Industrial Production 391.9

Retail & Consumer Products 324.1

Services & Solutions 83.4

NAV of the portfolio companies* 799.4

Other 163.4

Co-Investments 41.4

Total NAV (net) 1,004.2

NAV per share in EUR ** 36.28

*  Shown NAV of the Group companies is presented in proportion to the percentage of equity held by  
AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA.

**  Treasury shares are not included in the calculation of the NAV (net) per share. Thus, the total number of shares included in the calculation  
is 27.682.553.

As part of the transparency initiative, the NAV as of December 31, 2021, was reported as net NAV for the first time. 
This figure is calculated by deducting the expected transaction costs to be incurred upon selling the portfolio 
 companies as well as all expected management compensation in relation to the individual portfolio companies. 
Thus, the net NAV as of June 30, 2022, purely reflects the potential cash inflows of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE 
& Co. KGaA.

The NAV is measured by application of a discounted cash flow model based on the budgets of the Group compa-
nies for the next three years (2022 to 2024) and the forecasts of the current financial year prepared by the Group 
companies that have been approved by the Supervisory Board. The Valuation Guideline of AURELIUS Equity 
 Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA follows the recommendations of the International Private Equity and Venture Capital 
Valuation Guidelines (IPEVs) in the version of December 2018, as well as the additional guidelines relative to the 
current COVID-19 pandemic published in March 2020 to the extent that they are consistent with IFRS. Application of 
the IPEVs is not yet mandatory; instead, they represent a summary of the standard valuation practices applied in 
the private equity sector.

The budgets were prepared at the level of the Group’s portfolio companies in the time from August to October 2021 
(bottom-up planning) in coordination with Central Controlling. Each budget contains planned income and 
 expenses and a plan statement of financial position. In assessing the companies’ budgets, it should be remem-
bered that some of the Group companies are still undergoing major changes and that the financial forecasts for 
these companies are generally subject to a higher level of uncertainty.

The growth rates assumed for the period following this detailed planning period have been set uniformly at 
0.5 percent. The underlying discount rates (WACC, Weighted Average Cost of Capital) were calculated on the basis 
of individual peer groups as of June 30, 2022. They range from 7.88 to 17.06 percent, the average value being 
11.21 percent. Where appropriate, risk premiums were added to the capital costs to account for the respective 
 restructuring phase. The peer groups were determined at the time of the corporate group’s initial consolidation 
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with the aid of data from Capital IQ, an IT platform of the rating agency Standard & Poor’s, and audited as part of 
the initial consolidation process. The input parameters (beta or debt ratio, for example) of the individual peer 
groups, as well as the additional data (e.g., government bonds) used for the calculation of the WACCs, were likewise 
obtained from Capital IQ. As a general rule, the peer groups remain unchanged during the period in which the 
 entity belongs to AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA. 

The exchange-listed subsidiary HanseYachts AG was valued on the basis of the Group’s share of the company’s 
market capitalization as at the reporting date of 31 December 2021 and reported in the Industrial Production 
 segment in deviation from the segment reporting that follows the rules of IFRS 8. This is due to the fact that 
 HanseYachts is an operating portfolio company of the AURELIUS Equity Opportunities Group and therefore cannot 
be allocated to the Other segment for this analysis, which reflects the Group’s holding structures.

By way of simplification, the value of the Other segment was measured on the basis of the cash and cash equiva-
lents of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA and the individual holding companies that were not yet 
 included in the NAV calculations for the portfolio companies. A brand company measured by application of a 
 discounted cash flow model was also included in this calculation. In addition, the loan receivables deducted from 
the NAV of the portfolio companies were eliminated. The nominal amount of the corporate bond (Nordic Bond) 
was likewise eliminated. The treasury shares of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA were no longer inclu-
ded in this segment since December 31, 2021. They were treated as though they had already been retired at this 
date. Thus, all net asset values correspond to a so-called equity value, i.e., after deduction of net financial liabilities, 
calculated on the basis of a DCF method.

If a Group company has been newly acquired and has therefore belonged to the Group for less than six months, 
only the respective purchase prices are included in the NAV calculation because the budget process has not yet 
been completed and stand-alone budgets prepared by the new subsidiary are not yet available in the brief time 
during which it has belonged to the Group.

The investment focus of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA was expanded in 2021 financial year to 
 include larger transactions to be effected under the newly established co-investment program. As AURELIUS SE 
does not exercise control within the meaning of IFRS 10 in any of the co-investments, these investments are not 
consolidated, but AURELIUS Investment Lux One Sàrl is included using the equity method. In the overview of the 
net asset value, the co-investments are shown with the corresponding shareholding of AURELIUS SE taking into 
account all the aforementioned valuation principles.
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GROUP INTERIM MANAGEMENT REPORT OF  
AURELIUS EQUITY OPPORTUNITIES Se & CO. KGaA

Reports from the Group companies

The following comments reflect developments in the individual corporate groups (subsidiaries) that are fully 
 consolidated in the AEO Group. At the reporting date of June 30, 2022, the AEO Group consisted of 24 operating 
groups classified as continued operations of the Group under IFRS: 

Group company Industry Segment Head Office
HanseYachts Manufacturer of sailing yachts and catamarans Other Greifswald, Germany 
CalaChem Producer of fine chemicals Industrial Production Grangemouth,  United Kingdom
Briar Chemicals Producer of specialty chemicals and provider of 

industrial services
Industrial Production Norwich, United Kingdom

VAG Supplier of water valves for water  infrastructure Industrial Production Mannheim, Germany

Zentia Producer of mineral fiber ceiling tiles and grid sys-
tems for modular suspended ceilings

Industrial Production Gateshead, United Kingdom

ZIM Aircraft Seating Manufacturer of aircraft seats for commercial 
passenger aircraft 

Industrial Production Immenstaad, Germany

moveero Manufacturer of off-highway wheels Industrial Production Telford, United Kingdom
SEG Electronics Developer and producer of high-quality protective 

relays 
Industrial Production Kempen, Germany

ConverterTec Manufacturer of converters and  electronic 
 components for the wind power industry

Industrial Production Kempen, Germany

HÜPPE European manufacturer of  shower screens, shower 
trays, wall  c overings and bathroom accessories

Industrial Production Bad Zwischenahn,  Germany

Remi Claeys Aluminium Producer of welded aluminum tubes for  
industrial products and for heating, ventilation  
and air-conditioning systems (HVAC)

Industrial Production Lichtervelde, Belgium

UNILUX Manufacturer of premium-quality window and door 
solutions for private households

Industrial Production Salmtal, Germany

LD Didactic Provider of technical teaching systems Services & Solutions Hürth, Germany
BPG Building Partners Group Scaffold building and construction site services Services & Solutions Berlin, Germany
Transform Hospital Group Provider of surgical and non-surgical cosmetic 

procedures
Services & Solutions Manchester, United Kingdom

Rivus Group Vehicle fleet operator and fleet management services Services & Solutions Solihull, United Kingdom
Scholl Shoes Supplier of orthopedic and comfort shoes Retail & Consumer Products Milan, Italy
Conaxess Trade Group Distributor of fast-moving consumer goods Retail & Consumer Products Hvidovre, Denmark
European Imaging Group Multichannel retail chain for  

photography accessories and  
professional lighting systems

Retail & Consumer Products Norwich, United Kingdom

Silvan “Do-it-yourself”retail chain Retail & Consumer Products Aarhus, Denmark
NDS Group Wholesaler of automotive parts Retail & Consumer Products Hagan, Norway

BMC Benelux Construction materials retail chain Retail & Consumer Products Brussels, Belgium

Nedis Importer and wholesaler of entertainment 
 electronics and household appliances

Retail & Consumer Products ‘s-Hertogenbosch, Netherlands

Distrelec Multichannel retail enterprise with a focus on  
digital sales and mail-order sales of electronics 
components and measurement devices

Retail & Consumer Products Manchester, United Kingdom
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 In total, AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA has included 270 subsidiaries in its consolidated financial 
statement. Immaterial equity interests and two associates are treated as financial instruments and investments 
accounted for using the equity method respecitvely.

Company transactions in the first half-year 2022
As part of a succession solution, BPG Building Partners Group acquired Berlin-based Container Handelsbüro Peter 
Bonitz e. K. from the former private owner as an add-on acquisition at the start of January 2022. Container 
 Handelsbüro Peter Bonitz is active in the sales and leasing of containers, including steel box containers, sanitary 
facilities, and containers for office facilities and buildings, to the construction industry. Its services include the 
transport, assembly and disassembly of containers, and additional services such as cleaning and repairs.

In February 2022, the European Imaging Group acquired a majority stake in CameraNU.nl, which is based in Urk/
Netherlands, from the company founders as an add-on acquisition. Founded in 2003 by Johan van Slooten and 
Wilco de Vries, CameraNU has since become the biggest independent omnichannel specialist retailer of cameras 
and accessories in the Netherlands. The product assortment is intended for amateur, semi-professional, and 
 professional photographers and videographers.

BMC Benelux acquired the construction materials division of De Rycke, based in Beveren near Antwerp/Belgium, as 
an add-on acquisition at the end of March 2022. The De Rycke construction materials business offers its customers 
a diverse range of products and extensive advisory and other services for all kinds of construction projects, from 
shell construction to renovation. The Beveren site will be strengthened considerably by the integration into the 
business and network of BMC Benelux. Thanks to this acquisition, BMC Benelux now has a presence in the 
 Ghent-Antwerp-Brussels region. Thus, the transaction creates significant synergies with the company’s existing 
businesses and considerable market potential for De Rycke and BMC.

In late March 2022, VAG successfully completed the acquisition of RTS Valvulas Ltda., a provider of valve solutions 
based in Guarulhos, São Paulo/Brazil, from the company’s previous owner as an add-on acquisition. The known 
market position and customer base of RTS will enable VAG to extend the geographical reach and complementary 
product portfolios of the two companies. VAG will therefore be able to offer a broad range of premium-quality 
 solutions for water treatment and distribution, wastewater management, dams, and hydroelectric plants.

The European Imaging Group acquired a majority stake in Cyfrowe.pl, a leading omnichannel retailer of photo-
graphic and video equipment based in Gdansk/Poland, as an add-on acquisition in May 2022. This transaction 
strengthens the position of the European Imaging Group as a leading, pan-European specialist retailer and 
 provides a basis for further expansion into eastern European markets.

AURELIUS Equity Opportunities carried out two company sales in the course of the first half of 2022. 

In January 2022, Ideal Shopping Direct agreed to sell its Create and Craft business to Hochanda Global Limited, 
trading as The Craft Store, and the assets of its Deramores yarn and accessories business to LoveCrafts Group 
 Limited. In February 2022, the Company finally sold its remaining business, the TV and web channels under the 
name Ideal World, to Hamish Morjaria, a British entrepreneur and investor. With these transactions, all parts of 
Ideal Shopping Direct have been sold and removed from the basis of consolidation of the AEO Group.
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The sale of the distance learning school AKAD University to the strategic buyer Galileo Global Education was com-
pleted on February 25, 2022. Galileo Global Education is the largest private-sector university group in Europe, with 
around 170,000 students in 14 countries. AKAD University, Germany’s oldest state-accredited private distance 
learning university headquartered in Stuttgart, specializes in distance learning “wherever and whenever” for work-
ing people. It offers 78 courses for bachelor’s, master’s, and MBA degrees and more than 100 continuing education 
courses

Co-Investments
The acquisition of Minova from Orica Limited, Melbourne/Australia in a global carve-out transaction was success-
fully carried out on February 28, 2022. This was the third acquisition completed under the co-investment structure. 
As with all co-investment acquisitions, AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA controls 30 percent of the 
voting rights. Headquartered in London/United Kingdom, Minova is a globally active manufacturer and supplier of 
ground support and bolting systems, as well as services for mining and infrastructure customers. With 13 manufac-
turing plants and 18 sales offices in North America, Europe, the Commonwealth of Independent States, South 
 Africa, India, and Australia, Minova generated revenues of approx. EUR 300 million in the 2021 financial year.

The acquisition of Ceramic Tile Distributors as a carve-out transaction from the parent company Saint-Gobain was 
completed on April 4, 2022. Ceramic Tile Distributors is a specialized, UK-based distributor of premium-quality 
 ceramic tiles with more than 89 stores and four distribution centers. The company mainly distributes tiles, tile 
 adhesives, and grout, as well as tools and supplies for the preparation, laying, cutting, and drilling of tiles. CTD’s 
leading position in the B2B market is supported by the high brand awareness of its Gemini product line and the 
company’s recent business success. Ceramic Tile Distributors generated revenues of approx. EUR 120 million in 
2021. 

The acquisition of McKesson UK was successfully completed on April 6, 2022. McKesson UK is the parent company 
of many market-leading healthcare companies, including LloydsPharmacy, John Bell & Croyden, and AAH Pharma-
ceuticals. McKesson UK operates in the four operating segments of Retail, Digital Platforms, In-Home Care, and 
Wholesale. The company holds significant  market shares in each one of these segments. It generated revenues of 
approximately EUR six billion in 2020. The success of McKesson UK is underpinned by the strong brand Lloyds-
Pharmacy, its loyal customer base, and its  leading position in wholesale pharmaceuticals. The company has 
benefitted greatly in the past years from the  introduction of additional services in its own, more than 1,300 phar-
macies, a growing portfolio of digital services, and the ability to support the growing trend of basic in-home 
patient care.
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INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION SEGMENT (IP)

Revenues from continued operations in the Industrial Production segment rose by 46 percent to EUR 606.2 
 million (H1 2021: EUR 414.4 million). The increase is mainly attributable to the acquisitions of new portfolio com-
panies in the 2021 financial year, the revenues of which were included for six full months for the first time in the 
first half of 2022. Segment EBITDA amounted to EUR 37.3 million (H1 2021: EUR 35.0 million). VAG completed the 
add-on acquisition of RTS Valvulas Ltda., based in Guarulhos, São Paulo/Brazil, a supplier of valve solutions, 
from the previous owner in late March 2022. AURELIUS Equity Opportunities completed the sale of Hammerl 
GmbH, a leading manufacturer of blown film products in Germany, to Karl Bachl GmbH & Co. KG on July 26, 2022. 
The transaction closed on August 2, 2022. For this reason, the portfolio company was reclassified to discontin-
ued operations as of June 30, 2022.

HANSEYACHTS

Company
HanseYachts, which has belonged to the AURELIUS Equity Opportunities Group since 2011, is the world’s 
 second-biggest series manufacturer of sailing yachts with a hull length of 30 to 70 feet (10 to 21 meters) and is 
one of the world’s top-10 producers of motorboats with a hull length of 30 to 54 feet (10 to 16 meters). In the 
 segment of sailing yachts, the company produces the brands Hanse, Moody, and Dehler and in the segment of 
motor yachts it produces the brands Fjord and Sealine. The overall product portfolio comprises 43 different 
models. It exports about 70 percent of its boats. The HanseYachts AG share is listed in the General Standard 
 segment of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange (ISIN: DE000A0KF6M8).

Structure and organization
HanseYachts AG is the parent company of the HanseYachts Group. It performs central holding company functions 
and manages most of the group’s operating activities. The management team is composed of a CEO, a CFO, and 
a COO. Research and development and central marketing coordination, including the media and trade fair plan-
ning of HanseYachts, are performed at the location in Greifswald, which is a favorable production site with access 
to the Baltic Sea. Central procurement, overall sales management, and administration are also performed there. 
Another production site is located in Goleniów/Poland, which is about 170 km away from Greifswald. The compa-
ny’s products are marketed worldwide by a network of more than 180 dealers in more than 45 countries.

Market environment
The worldwide sailing and motor yacht market is subject to intense competition. There are many yacht manu-
facturers that produce single-digit to double-digit unit quantities per year. However, there are only few market 
participants in the world that industrially produce triple-digit quantities of yachts per year, like HanseYachts, 
and compete with HanseYachts globally.
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Current developments
The general long-term trend of the global maritime market relevant for HanseYachts is one of modest growth. The 
company is currently encountering strong demand for its yachts. The substantially higher demand has been driven 
in part by the worldwide coronavirus pandemic. Seeking to spend less time in enclosed spaces and more time 
outdoors to escape the pandemic and the related recommendations, people have come to appreciate the value of 
having their own boat as a mobile safe haven for recreation and vacation. This trend has fueled an extremely high 
volume of new orders, well above the level of the years before the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic. Also in 
the 2021/2022 financial year, demand was not noticeably affected by the cancellation of boat shows although 
HanseYachts is not yet able to assess the long-term effects. The company’s cost position has been favorably 
 impacted by the digitalization of sales activities and a reduction of the number of boat shows, which means less 
travel activity for the company’s employees. On the other hand, the company’s profitability was adversely affected, 
also in 2021/2022, by delayed deliveries of raw materials and accessory parts resulting from a worldwide disruption 
of supply chains and the organizational measures implemented in production to protect employees against 
 infection with coronavirus variants. 

Privilège Marine SAS, which is located in Les Sables-d’Olonne on the French Atlantic coast, where the 
 Privilège-brand catamarans are produced, is currently in the process of being sold. 

Significant factors affecting business performance
The products of HanseYachts are luxury and recreational goods, the demand for which is mainly dependent on the 
current and expected economic situation of individual customers. Thus, changed macroeconomic conditions in 
key sales markets can influence the demand for the company’s products, despite the broad regional diversification 
of the international dealer network. 

Comparable competing products, which are often marketed aggressively on the basis of price, also pose a general 
sales risk. The company counters this risk particularly by means of short development cycles and innovative prod-
ucts. In addition, the expansion of the product range enables the company to target a wider group of customers 
and regions. The seasonal trend of business observed in earlier times has been tempered by the currently high 
level of orders.

Outlook 
Given the unpredictable development of the coronavirus pandemic, it is still hardly possible to offer a reliable 
 forecast of short-term or medium-term market trends. Considering all the impacts of the coronavirus pandemic, as 
well as the war in Ukraine and the related economic effects on the company’s business, HanseYachts still expects 
to generate a negative EBITDA in the current financial year.

CALACHEM

Company
CalaChem operates in the segment of industrial services. The chemical contract manufacturing business will be 
discontinued according to plan by the end of the current year 2022. The industrial services segment presents 
 diverse opportunities for the adjacent Earls Gate industrial park, including the treatment of industrial wastewater, 
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the provision of process steam, and the supply of electricity. CalaChem has belonged to the AURELIUS Equity 
 Opportunities Group since 2010.

Structure and organization
The company’s headquarters and sole production facility are located in Grangemouth, Scotland. At the present 
time, CalaChem still operates in four segments: contract production of fine chemicals, utility services, environmen-
tal services, and facility and real estate management services. The management team is composed of one 
 Managing Director and five experts in the respective areas of activity.

Market environment
Worldwide megatrends such as population growth, climate change, and pressure on agricultural land use support 
the demand for industrial services. CalaChem’s business of industrial services is also supported by the Scottish 
government’s pledge to make the country climate-neutral by the year 2045. 

Current developments
CalaChem will be completely converted into a pure industrial services enterprise and the last chemical contract 
production campaigns will be completed in the course of 2022. Despite rising energy costs, the results of the first 
half of this year have exceeded budget expectations thanks to the still high level of production revenues.

Significant factors affecting business performance
The continuing global crisis affecting supply chains has led to factory closures by the company’s suppliers and de-
lays in the delivery of raw materials. However, the related risks have lessened appreciably as a result of CalaChem’s 
heightened focus on industrial services. As a capital-intensive enterprise, CalaChem is affected by the global rise 
in prices and inflation. Energy markets have been unsettled since the start of the war in Ukraine, which has driven 
up costs for CalaChem and its customers; this trend is expected to persist until the commissioning of the waste 
incineration plant towards the end of 2023.

Outlook
In view of the volatile energy markets and the high cost of energy, CalaChem is focused on managing its energy 
consumption. The successful production campaigns should support a positive result in 2022. The company’s focus 
in the remainder of the year will be to lay a solid foundation for growth. The new business model will be focused on 
three current areas of activity: utility services, environmental services, and facility and real estate management 
services. As the industrial park continues to develop, there is considerable interest in CalaChem’s unused land, 
confirming the company’s potential and ability to continue growing its business in the future. The company has 
supported the Green Port application of Forth Ports to promote net-zero investments in the area of Grangemouth. 
If the application is accepted, companies that relocate their facilities and contribute to the goal of a net-zero 
 economy will receive significant subsidies.
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BRIAR CHEMICALS

Company
Briar Chemicals is an independent contract manufacturer and producer of agrochemicals and fine chemicals. 
The company produces mainly chemical agents and intermediates for herbicides. AURELIUS Equity Opportunities 
purchased Briar Chemicals from Bayer CropScience in 2012.

Structure and organization
The company’s headquarters is located in Norwich/United Kingdom, where it produces various kinds of chemicals. 
The management is composed of a CEO and a qualified management team with extensive industry expertise, 
 enabling the company to seize opportunities in the market and support growth.

Market environment
Briar Chemicals operates in the market for outsourced agrochemical production, the volume of which is still esti-
mated to be around USD 8 billion, representing about 7 percent of the total worldwide market for agrochemicals. 
The outsourcing of chemical production to contract producers continues to grow. It enables chemical companies 
to lower their capital expenditures, work with a more flexible base of suppliers, and free up their own capacities for 
the development and production of new products.

The availability of products from China has been reduced as a result of the coronavirus pandemic and the 
 worldwide shortage of freight capacities. Due to stricter environmental regulations, it can be expected that the 
availability of Chinese products will remain below the pre-crisis level in the long term as well.. 

Current developments
Briar Chemicals improved its efficiency further and increased its production output considerably in 2022. De-
spite the coronavirus pandemic and the effects of Brexit, which caused supply chain problems and ultimately 
production bottlenecks and higher prices, the demand for the products of Briar Chemicals remained high. 
Thanks to the largely stable network of suppliers, the company was able to supply its customers on time for the 
most part. Aided by increased production and a clear focus on supply chain management, the company gener-
ated higher revenues and considerably higher EBITDA in the first half of 2022 compared to the first half of 2021.

Significant factors affecting business performance
In the course of the prolonged coronavirus pandemic, the company adapted its production and administrative 
processes, as well as physical access to its facilities, to suit the new official hygiene requirements. The effects of 
these adjustments on the company’s business performance are considered immaterial to date. As a manufacturer 
of agricultural chemicals, Briar Chemicals continued to operate also during the multiple lockdowns.

The company has so far done a good job of mastering the heightened customs and clearance challenges resulting 
from Brexit. The company is an attractive employer even in this challenging labor market environment. Moreover, 
Briar Chemicals has been largely unaffected by the repercussions of the war in Ukraine.
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Outlook
The outlook for Briar Chemicals is very positive. Demand for the company’s most important products remains 
high. All necessary measures were taken within the company to counteract the effects of the coronavirus  pandemic 
and protect the health of all employees and the company’s operating activities as well as possible. Also in the 
 future, Briar Chemicals will be able to focus on growth and capital investment. Nonetheless, the effects of any 
 future pandemic-driven restrictions remain uncertain.

Based on its strategic orientation, the company expects to generate higher revenues and a further improved 
EBITDA in 2022 and beyond. This expectation is also supported by the increase in demand in spite of the adverse 
effects of the pandemic and Brexit.

VAG

Company
VAG is a supplier of valves focused on water treatment and distribution, wastewater systems, dams and hydro-
electric power plants. VAG has belonged to the AURELIUS Equity Opportunities Group since November 2018. The 
company is active both in the production and distribution of standard products and in the worldwide project 
business.

Structure and organization
Headquartered in Mannheim, VAG is led by three Managing Directors. It has seven production facilities in Germany, 
Czechia, China, India, South Africa, and the United States, as well as Brazil since the acquisition of RTS Valvulas in 
March 2022. The company also maintains four sales offices and is represented by sales agents in several other 
countries.

Market environment
The most important markets for VAG are still Europe (especially Germany and Czechia), China, North America, and 
the Middle East. VAG’s strategic goal is to generate sustainable, profitable growth especially in these markets. In 
addition to its strong brand, VAG aims to differentiate itself by means of product and service features. It plans to 
achieve this goal on the strength of proven quality, on-time delivery, quick responsiveness, and expertise in all 
stages of the lifecycle of complex valve products. The company strives to lower its costs further, particularly by 
leveraging its worldwide network of production and procurement sites.

Current developments
At the start of 2022, VAG acquired RTS Valvulas, based in Sao Paulo/Brazil, as an add-on acquisition. With around 
80 employees, RTS has worked with VAG as a partner in recent years. Based on the strong presence of RTS and 
many years of successful partnership, VAG see attractive market opportunities and great potential in the important 
 Brazilian water and wastewater market.
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Significant factors affecting business performance
VAG has been affected in part by supply chain disruptions and higher commodity and energy prices in the course 
of 2022 to date. In China, moreover, the company was affected by the lockdown in the greater Shanghai metro-
politan area, which had been ordered by the local government as part of its effort to combat the coronavirus 
pandemic. 

The management is actively working to offset these exogenous factors by passing on unavoidable cost increases 
to customers and fulfilling all regulatory and statutory requirements at all its locations, among other measures.

Outlook
Despite the aforementioned challenges, VAG expects that it will be able in 2022 to continue the trend of successful 
growth that characterized the last years. In the implementation of its Groupwide Strategy 2025, VAG is also working 
on various projects to improve safety, quality, on-time delivery, responsiveness, and costs and to foster innovation.

ZIM AIRCRAFT SEATING

Company
ZIM Aircraft Seating, which has belonged to the AURELIUS Equity Opportunities Group since February 2020, is an 
important manufacturer of commercial passenger aircraft seats. The company supplies leading airlines and aircraft 
manufacturers across the globe, including seats for newly built aircraft (line-fit) and new seats for overhauled 
 aircraft (retrofit).

Structure and organization
The company’s headquarters is located in Immenstaad on Lake Constance. In addition, ZIM Aircraft Seating 
 operates a production facility in Markdorf on Lake Constance. The company is led by three Managing  Directors. 

Compliance with far-reaching aviation regulations is critical for the success of ZIM Aircraft Seating as a globally 
 active company in the aviation industry. The company has therefore introduced processes to meet the require-
ments of aviation law in order to ensure the company’s long-term success.

Market environment
The global passenger air transport industry was initially upended by the coronavirus pandemic. According to the 
Air Passenger Market Analysis of the International Air Transport Association (IATA) from April 2021, worldwide air 
transport revenues declined by more than 55 percent from USD 838 billion in 2019 to USD 373 billion in 2020. In the 
current 2022 financial year, however, the market has already reversed course. After being weighed down by the 
trend of coronavirus infections at the start of the year, especially in Europe, customer demand increased markedly, 
particularly in March. The main drivers of this revival of demand were the sharp rise in tourist demand for air 
 passenger transport and the accelerating recovery of airlines’ business travel segment.
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Current developments
ZIM Aircraft Seating had already withstood the adverse impacts of the coronavirus pandemic in the 2021 financial 
year. This trend is likely to continue in the second half of 2022. The company expects to close the year 2022 with a 
positive EBITDA. 

Additional favorable effects on the company’s current business performance and therefore on its operating and 
financial key indicators in 2022 are expected as a result of two developments: first, the effects of the pandemic 
should subside further and second, rising air transport demand should increasingly lead to the reactivation of 
mothballed aircraft.

Significant factors affecting business performance
The company’s performance in the first half of 2022 was still heavily influenced by the pandemic, but especially 
also by the effects of the war in Ukraine. Economies around the world are confronted with higher commodity 
prices, rising interest rates, and inflation. 

The company continually monitors and evaluates the risk of potential effects of the war in Ukraine on the business 
of ZIM Aircraft Seating. The first effects are already evident in the form of rising material costs, energy prices, and 
personnel expenses.

Outlook
It is to be expected that tourist air transport volumes will regain the pre-pandemic level in the summer of 2022. 
Moreover, a significant further recovery of business traveler volumes is to be expected between now and the end of 
the year. Given its focus on premium economy seats for top airlines, ZIM Aircraft Seating sees itself as being very 
well positioned in the market. Market observers view the premium economy segment in particular as a future 
growth segment because business travelers will be looking to optimize costs and tourists will be wanting more 
room, distance from others, and comfort. These trends will lead to increased demand for premium economy prod-
ucts. In the line-fit segment, the company is focused on smaller aircraft models. Demand for such models is also 
expected to rise as the coronavirus pandemic subsides further.

Nonetheless, the company’s business outlook is fraught with considerable uncertainties. The exact effects of the 
war in Ukraine and significantly higher inflation cannot be predicted at this time.

ZENTIA

Company
Zentia has belonged to the AURELIUS Equity Opportunities Group since March 2020. Its business comprises the 
segments of mineral fiber ceiling tiles and grid systems for modular suspended ceilings, which were purchased 
from Knauf International. The products are mainly used in office buildings, schools, and hospitals. 
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The company’s broad portfolio of products reaches the market via specialized wholesalers. Zentia’s home base 
and core markets are the United Kingdom and Ireland. The company also conducts business in Spain, Portugal, 
and the Baltic countries.

Structure and organization
The company’s headquarters and two production facilities are located in Gateshead/United Kingdom.Regional 
sales teams cover the entire value chain in order to create a market demand effect: They involve Zentia in large-
scale projects with architects, designers, and acousticians, address direct customers (sales partners), and 
 support relevant ceiling contractors. The management team is composed of four members with many years of 
industry experience.

Market environment
The British construction industry remains resilient as the recovery from the coronavirus pandemic continues. It is 
expected that total production in Zentia’s key sectors will increase in 2022 compared to 2021. However, a significant 
decrease in production is expected in the second half of 2022 as the effects of supply chain problems begin to take 
hold.

Current developments
The second phase of Zentia’s brand launch, which began in October 2021, is being continued in 2022. In this phase, 
four key brand promises were identified on the basis of Zentia’s business strategy: reliability, focus on the United 
Kingdom, partnership, and innovation. Awareness of the Zentia brand name was increased considerably and the 
replacement of the earlier brand name Armstrong Ceiling Solutions was completed. 

Zentia’s strategic goal is to win additional market shares in the United Kingdom and Ireland. The company pursued 
this goal consistently until 2022. The expansion of the direct customer base achieved in 2021 continues to yield 
relevant volumes and profitability and Zentia expects to continue this initiative in the coming years.

Also on the Iberian peninsula, the company has successfully restructured its business model with the aid of an 
 exclusive distribution agreement with a leading specialist. Although this step entailed a considerable loss of busi-
ness volume, Zentia has improved its profitability considerably in this market. Under the new business model, 
Zentia’s management now views the Iberian peninsula as a market to be served for a longer period of time. 

The company is still in the midst of a multi-year investment program totaling more than EUR 30 million. Once this 
program is completed, the company will be able itself to manufacture all the strategic products of its portfolio, 
thus ending its dependence on its former owner. Considerable progress was made in this program in 2022. It is 
 expected that production capacities will be available for most of the products at the start of 2023 

Significant factors affecting business performance
Also in 2022, the strategic changes made by the company contributed to positive results for Zentia. However, con-
siderable inflation in the supply chain, particularly affecting energy costs, prompted a strategy change in mid-2022. 
Due to the extensive use of natural gas in Zentia’s manufacturing processes, the company was compelled to limit 
its production to higher-margin products. As a result, the product sales mix shifted towards more profitable items 
and markets. This change is expected to affect unit sales quantities in the second half of 2022, whereas overall 
profitability will improve.
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Zentia continues to strive to maintain and improve its gross profit margins amid the current inflationary market 
environment. The company raised its prices for both ceiling tiles and grid systems in 2022. These increases have 
been enough to offset the effects of higher input prices, which continue to rise to this day. The overall effect of 
Zentia’s pricing policy has contributed to positive earnings in the course of 2022 to date.

Outlook
Several strategic initiatives were implemented last year as part of the overarching program known as “The 
 Zentia Way.” These measures are focused on increasing revenues, enhancing professionalism, and averting 
short-term threats such as the challenges posed by the global supply chain crisis. The overall goal of all these 
measures is to increase both revenues and EBITDA. 

Zentia has devised an ambitious plan to launch new products to tap the market segment of systems comprising 
floating ceilings and ceiling strips by the end of 2022. Zentia’s share of this market segment is still low. To imple-
ment this plan, the company has assembled a project team of internal and external experts to further accelerate 
Zentia’s growth. In addition, the company continues to focus on production efficiency by applying Lean Six 
Sigma methods to ensure continuous improvement. 

The management is confident of being able to further improve the company’s performance year after year. It 
expects strong EBITDA growth in 2022 and beyond.

SEG ELECTRONICS

Company
SEG Electronics is a developer and producer of premium-quality protection relays in Germany, with more than 
350 customers worldwide. AURELIUS Equity Opportunities acquired SEG Electronics from the U.S. company 
Woodward, Inc. in April 2020.

Structure and organization
Founded in 1969, SEG Electronics is headquartered in Kempen, Germany. The company belonged to the U.S. 
Woodward Group from 2006 to 2020. SEG Electronics is led by a two-person management team. It offers its custom-
ers a broad range of protection relays used for the electrical protection of generators, transformers, motors,  cables, 
and overhead lines. As an independent supplier of protection relays, SEG Electronics has more than 50 years’ 
 experience in the field of energy distribution.

Market environment
Thanks to positive long-term trends such as electrification, decentralized and renewable energy generation, and 
electro-mobility, the market for protection relays has the potential for sustained growth. The company’s biggest 
customers are manufacturers of combustion engines, switchgear manufacturers, manufacturers of wind turbines, 
and grid operators. SEG Electronics is an important player in the growing market for grid connections for decentral-
ized energy generation equipment.
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Current developments
The hiring of additional sales staff in Germany, the United States, and the Middle East and the implementation of an 
extensive marketing campaign helped to protect and increase the company’s global revenues. The company side-
stepped the worldwide supply bottlenecks for electronic components by entering into long-term agreements with 
its suppliers. 

Thanks to the targeted increase in sales capacities in the 2021 financial year and the initiatives implemented on 
that basis, which the company continues to pursue, SEG Electronics should be able to acquire new international 
customers in particular, while retaining all the key customers acquired to date.

Significant factors affecting business performance
Revenues came under pressure at the start of the year due to supply bottlenecks and the ever lengthening lead 
times of upstream suppliers. Thanks to proactive counter-measures, the company minimized this effect and 
 generated year-over-year revenue growth.

SEG Electronics is not exposed to any adverse effects of the war in Ukraine at the present time. It is certainly possi-
ble, however, that SEG Electronics too will be impacted by adverse macroeconomic effects resulting from the war. 

The company’s future development is subject to risks arising from supply chain disruptions in the procurement 
market for electronic components. Such risks include a scarcity of available components and the resultant longer 
lead times, as well as higher procurement prices that cannot be passed on to customers. Longer-term agreements 
have been concluded with key suppliers to protect available supplies and avert supply bottlenecks. 

The ongoing war in Ukraine could have the effect of significantly accelerating the transition to renewable energy. 
Such a development would present opportunities for SEG Electronics in the form of rising investments in power 
grid modification. The energy transition necessitates a more decentralized supply of electricity with more feed-in 
points. This will, in turn, lead to increased demand for switchgear and thus for protection devices, which will also 
have to meet more demanding requirements. This trend will be reinforced by the growing use of electric vehicles.

Outlook
SEG Electronics expects that revenues in 2022 will rise to a level just above the level of 2021. Whereas the industry 
still enjoys strong demand, it is possible that this demand cannot be satisfied in a timely manner due to supply 
bottlenecks resulting from the war in Ukraine and the ongoing coronavirus pandemic. On the cost side, the compa-
ny’s budget foresees higher prices for raw materials and supplies and higher personnel expenses due to inflation.
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CONVERTERTEC

Company
ConverterTec is a manufacturer of converters and electronic components for the wind power industry (OEM) and 
a supplier of spare parts and service (Aftermarket & Service). The company has belonged to the AURELIUS Equity 
Opportunities Group since April 2020.

Structure and organization 
ConverterTec has its origin in the company SEG, which was founded in 1969. It belonged to the U.S. Woodward 
Group from 2006 to 2020. The company’s headquarters is located in Kempen, Germany. ConverterTec also oper-
ates a production and development facility in Krakow, Poland, and another development facility in Sofia, Bulgaria. 
The Aftermarket & Service Division is managed from the headquarters in Kempen and is staffed by employees from 
Kempen, Sofia, and the four service centers in the United States, Brazil, Japan, and India. The company is led by a 
two-person management team.

Market environment
The coronavirus crisis in 2020 and 2021 had the effect of slowing growth in the wind power market. In fact, the 
 market contracted in some areas due to an expected decrease in new installations in China and the United States 
following the expiration of incentive systems. This trend is increasing the pressure on wind power prices, which 
must be competitive with conventional energy generation systems. On the other hand, the situation has improved 
in Europe and especially northern Europe. The German market too experienced steady growth again. 

The increased use of renewable energy is an indispensable prerequisite for achieving Germany’s self-imposed 
 climate goals. It can therefore be expected that Germany will play a leading role again in the field of renewable 
 energy. Solar and wind energy will make a key contribution to this effort. ConverterTec is focused on the goal of 
generating further growth with established customers in the wind power industry. 

Current developments
After the acquisition by AURELIUS Equity Opportunities, ConverterTec was made organizationally independent as 
part of the carve-out from Woodward. The final measure involving the relocation of production in Krakow, Poland, 
to a new, independent manufacturing facility was completed at the end of the first quarter of 2022. ConverterTec 
sold its research and development department for energy conversion to KK Wind Solutions in June 2022. This step 
will enable ConverterTec to focus more strongly on the build-to-print, build-to-spec, and converter aftermarket 
business.

The company’s business performance is still being adversely affected by supply chain disruptions arising from the 
coronavirus pandemic, which have caused a shortage of available components, longer lead times, and higher 
 procurement prices. The war in Ukraine has exacerbated this trend. ConverterTec is seeking to ensure its own 
 delivery capacity by increasing reserve inventories of key components with key suppliers in Poland and Bulgaria.
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Significant factors affecting business performance
The advancing market consolidation on the demand side of the converter segment poses a risk for ConverterTec. 
In response to reduced government subsidies and the resulting intense price pressure, wind turbine manufac-
turers are increasingly joining forces in order to be better equipped to face the competition. The Chinese  market, 
which is still the biggest market for wind turbines, is largely supplied by national manufacturers due to high 
barriers to market entry. The wind market outside of China is dominated by four major suppliers that purchase 
their converters mostly from their own affiliated companies. Therefore, ConverterTec is reliant on wind turbine 
manufacturers that cannot purchase these products, or not all of them, from their own affiliated companies.

Outlook
ConverterTec’s focus is to generate growth with established customers and tap new product segments. It there-
fore places a high priority on the acquisition of new customers and the development of business in related 
 segments such as battery storage devices, control panels, and hydrogen production devices. Backed by 
 decades of experience and engineering expertise, ConverterTec sees itself as being well positioned to expand 
its product portfolio.

In the highly promising segment of hydrogen production, ConverterTec offers not only converter technology, but 
also comprehensive, project-specific electricity concepts. There is growing demand for multi-megawatt 
 solutions, which largely correspond to the output class in which ConverterTec has established itself in the wind 
power business in the last few years. Many synergies can be exploited in this segment, ensuring rapid market 
entry. The first prototype orders are already expected in the current year.

ConverterTec expects to generate slightly lower revenues in the full year 2022 due in particular to continuing 
supply chain problems and declining demand for converters from key buyers, as well as the subdued pace of 
general economic growth. In addition to gains in the aftermarket business, the management expects rising 
 business volumes with established customers as a result of the extended product portfolio and additional 
 business with new customers. Thanks to operating cost savings, the company expects to generate a modestly 
 positive profit for the year.

MOVEERO

Company
moveero is a globally active supplier of wheels and structures for on-highway and off-highway applications. Its 
main products include premium-quality wheel rims, complete wheels, and wheel suspensions for applications 
in the agricultural, mining, and construction industries (Wheels Division), developed in collaboration with the 
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), which account for more than 80 percent of the company’s revenues. 
The company also manufactures structural parts such as complete chassis for construction vehicles or parts of 
car bodies or car axles. Customers of the Wheels Division include all well-known manufacturers of off-highway 
equipment. In the Structures Division, the company only cooperates with selected, likewise globally active 
OEMs. The company has belonged to the AURELIUS Equity Opportunities Group since November 2020
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Structure and organization
The company operates one factory in England, one in Denmark, and two in the United States. New developments 
and customer-specific tests are performed in two test centers in Italy and the United States. The company also 
operates an assembly line in the United States where tires are mounted to wheel rims. The management team is 
composed of a Chief Operations Officer, a Chief Sales Officer, a Chief Financial Officer, and three Regional Managers 
for the United Kingdom, Denmark, and the United States.

Market environment
Off-highway vehicles are generally subject to the market cycle for capital goods. In the agricultural segment, this 
cycle is normally somewhat moderated by the continuous demand for agricultural products. The coronavirus 
 pandemic temporarily altered the traditional cycles and the strong market demand observed in the previous year 
continued in all segments in the first half of 2022. It is expected that this trend will continue in the second half of 
2022. A return to a normal organic growth rate of two to three percent per year is expected in 2023.

moveero’s main competitors are primarily based in the United States. Companies from Asia and specifically India 
and China offer products in the low-cost segment. These products are able to satisfy the increasingly more special-
ized demands of vehicle manufacturers with regard to size, durability, and stability only to a very limited degree. 
Such competitors cannot match moveero’s closeness to customers in the development process. In the Structures 
Division, the company competes with various locally active contract manufacturers.

Current developments
Like many other companies in the capital goods industry, the company benefitted in part from a coronavirus 
 pandemic catch-up effect and a general economic upswing in the first half of 2022. This upward momentum has 
been partially weakened by the war in Ukraine. As in the previous financial year, the market upswing led to full 
 capacity utilization in all the company’s factories. In many cases, moreover, the order books for the second half of 
2022 are completely filled. The ongoing efforts to enhance product quality, improve on-time delivery, and intensify 
key customer relationships continue to bear fruit. As a result, the successful acquisition of new projects continued 
in the first half of 2022. 

Despite full capacity utilization, the company was only partially able to maintain its gross profit margin, due mainly 
to the disruption of key supply chains by the war in Ukraine and also in part to the resulting increase in steel prices 
in the European market. Cost increases are passed on to customers after a delay; additional fees charged in individ-
ual cases also disrupted the process of passing on costs to customers to some extent. A new, dynamic price list was 
implemented for wheel suspensions in the United States, which has led to a sustained increase in profit margins 
since the second quarter of 2022

Significant factors affecting business performance
The partially continuing effects of the coronavirus pandemic on the global economy and the effects of the war in 
Ukraine continue to affect the company’s business performance. Bottlenecks in the delivery of components to 
OEMs and the acquisition of new projects in the United States in the second half of 2022 will have the greatest 
 effects on the company’s business performance. 

In the 2021 financial year, moveero adapted the mechanisms for passing on steel prices to customers more closely 
to the current developments of the underlying indices. This step has the effect of lessening the effect on profit 
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 margins of delayed cost price transmission to customers. Supply bottlenecks and problems with global supply 
chains are also affecting product availability and production.

Outlook
The company continues to focus on improving its operating profitability. In addition, the first newly acquired 
 projects with significant order volumes should materialize in the second half of 2022. Additional staff will be hired, 
especially in the U.S. factories, to accommodate the additional volume of orders. Moreover, equipment will be 
modernized to allow for higher output at a lower cost and optimize product quality. In all its factories, moveero 
continues to work on improving efficiency in order processing and fulfillment and on reducing material costs.

HÜPPE

Company
HÜPPE is one of the leading European manufacturers of shower screens, shower tubs, wall coverings, and bath-
room accessories. The products, which are mainly sold to wholesalers, include not only the company’s own 
brands, but also brand-name products of other well-known manufacturers. Founded in 1889, the company has 
belonged to the AURELIUS Equity Opportunities Group since late May 2021.

Structure and organization
HÜPPE operates two production facilities: one at the company’s headquarters in the Lower Saxony town of 
Bad Zwischenahn and another in Cerkezköy, Turkey, where low-cost entry-level products are produced for new 
markets, among other things. To ensure greater closeness to customers, HÜPPE maintains independently man-
aged distribution companies in Germany, France, Belgium, Poland, Czechia, the Netherlands, and Turkey. The 
management team has many years of industry experience. The company is led by a CEO and a CFO. The company 
is represented by a Managing Director in each one of the national subsidiaries.

Market environment
In the company’s core markets, the bathroom equipment market is growing at an average annual rate of two to 
three percent. Thus, it parallels the development of the construction sector. Customers are spending more to 
 renew their bathrooms for the sake of enhancing the quality of life at home. The market is competition-intensive 
and characterized by consolidation. The trend of bathroom equipment is towards simple, comprehensive installa-
tion solutions, as well as larger and barrier-free showers instead of bathtubs. 

In the wake of the war in Ukraine, business expectations for the construction sector have dimmed considerably 
compared to the positive development in the preceding year. The industry is confronted with intense inflationary 
pressure from prices of input materials, coupled with recurrent bottlenecks affecting the availability of input 
 products. The situation is exacerbated further by rising interest rates, which are becoming a key driving factor.

The plumbing, heating, and air conditioning industry is still holding up very well in this environment. Against the 
backdrop of the energy crisis, the positive trend of business is mainly supported by the heating and photovoltaics 
industry. This segment is growing, albeit at a disproportionately lower rate.
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Current developments
Due to the uncertainties created by the war in Ukraine in the early part of 2022, the company’s revenues remained 
stuck at the prior-year level at first, but rose again towards the end of the first half.

The business in Russia and Ukraine has nearly come to a standstill. In view of this situation, HÜPPE’s management 
decided to close its sales office in Moscow in an orderly fashion at the end of June 2022. This step entailed a mod-
est revenue decrease, as expected. At the same time, the company is already preparing to support the anticipated 
rebuilding efforts in Ukraine by intensifying its relationships with sales partners in the region.

Stable supplier relationships, which are diversified with respect to key types of materials such as glass, have helped 
keep production availability at a solid level. Only the higher sick leave rates affecting the entire supply chain due to 
the wave of coronavirus infections in the spring caused temporarily longer lead times.

HÜPPE has implemented necessary price increases to counter the significantly higher procurement and logistics 
prices.

In some cases, consumers have postponed or cancelled orders to rebuild their bathrooms or build new bathrooms 
due to the uncertainties arising from the coronavirus pandemic and the war, price increases in the procurement 
markets, and shortages of materials in upstream factories. On the whole, however, demand is still relatively stable. 

Significant factors affecting business performance
The management began a cost optimization and efficiency enhancement program last year particularly to 
 counteract the trend of rising inflation. On the sales side, the company will strike out on a new course of growth by 
intensifying its regional focus and targeting specific customer groups. In addition, the product portfolio will be 
streamlined further and internal processes optimized, especially in order processing.

Outlook
In the course of the first half of 2022, HÜPPE’s economic position has stabilized compared to the previous year, 
due in no small part to stringent cost control. The expected revenue growth on a full-year basis will be accompa-
nied by significant cost increases, especially for materials and logistics. Because the selling price increases im-
plemented by the company cannot fully offset the increases in material costs, EBITDA is expected to come out 
below the  originally planned level and therefore also below the level of the preceding year. In view of the already 
initiated operational measures, the planned management initiatives, and the support afforded by the opera-
tional experts of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities, it can be expected that HÜPPE’s economic situation will be 
stabilized further in 2022.
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REMI CLAEYS ALUMINIUM

Company
Remi Claeys Aluminium is a manufacturer of high frequency-welded precision aluminium tubes. The company 
operates an integrated plant covering all phases from the smelting of aluminium scrap to the production of 
welded tubes. The plant utilizes 90 percent recycled aluminum in its production process. Remi Claeys Aluminium 
has belonged to the AURELIUS Equity Opportunities Group since August 2021.

Structure and organization
The company’s headquarters and production facility are located in Lichtervelde, Belgium. It is managed by a board 
of directors.

Market environment
A growing preference for European-manufactured products can still be observed in all the market segments served 
by Remi Claeys Aluminium. This lasting trend is attributable to the fact that the prices of cheaper end products 
imported from countries outside of the European Union have risen dramatically as a result of unusual increases in 
shipping costs. 

Consumer prices have risen recently as the effects of higher energy costs and more expensive raw materials have 
passed through to end products. Unit sales have slowed as a result of the higher prices for end products, coupled 
with high inflation and geopolitical uncertainties. In this context, some customers have scaled back some of their 
projected quantities.

Current developments
Whereas the company still encountered high demand in the first half of 2022, demand has weakened in the mean-
time. This trend will necessitate further efforts to make production more flexible. The company’s costs are directly 
impacted by higher prices for raw materials and energy. However, the corresponding effect on selling prices will 
become evident only at a later time.

Significant factors affecting business performance
The business of Remi Claeys Aluminium is heavily affected by the trend of energy prices. The higher energy prices 
affect not only the company’s profitability, but also resource availability and market demand. Coupled with high 
inflation, the trend of rising energy prices will continue to present challenges for the market and for efficient 
 production. Customer demand has recently declined as a result of full inventories and uncertainty regarding future 
sales quantities and achievable prices. In this context, new customer acquisition and sector diversification are 
 increasingly important. 

Outlook
Like the overall market, Remi Claeys Aluminium is confronted with sharply higher prices for energy and raw materi-
als. Due to these changes, the company will look for additional market opportunities. It will also strive to ensure a 
flexible production design. The company will continue to focus on investments in future capacity and efficiency in 
the current 2022 financial year.
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UNILUX

Company
Headquartered in the Rhineland-Palatinate town of Salmtal, UNILUX is a manufacturer of premium-quality win-
dows and doors made of plastic, wood, and aluminum-clad wood, as well as glass facade systems. Founded in 
1955, the company was acquired by AURELIUS Equity Opportunities in a carve-out from Dovista in November 2021.

Germany is the company’s primary market. The primary export markets are Switzerland, the United States, and 
eastern Europe. Positioned in all premium-segment markets, UNILUX stands for top quality and reliability. 

Structure and organization
UNILUX maintains a production facility at the company’s headquarters in Salmtal. The products are distributed 
 indirectly to end users through a broad and loyal network of trade partners in Germany and abroad. In addition to 
just distribution, UNILUX supports its trade partners with a broad range of  advice and services. The company’s 
management team and top executives have extensive product and industry experience and have been with the 
company for many years. The company is led by an Engineering Director and a Finance Director.

Market environment
Trends such as sustainability, subsidized housing construction, and energy-saving refurbishment ensure a stable 
market environment for UNILUX with positive growth prospects. UNILUX has traditionally positioned itself in the 
premium-quality windows and doors segment. Its “Fine-Line” family of glass facades represents a unique selling 
proposition.

The business of plastic windows and doors is generally characterized by low margins and competition pressure. 
UNILUX specializes in the aluminum-clad wood and wood segments, which are subject to less competition pres-
sure. The company’s aspiration is to accommodate the widest possible spectrum of customer preferences as a 
full-range supplier. High standards in technical fabrication and design set UNILUX apart from its competitors. 
Thanks to its high quality standards and fabrication materials, the company is in a position to satisfy the growing 
demand of customers for sound insulation, thermal insulation, and sustainable products.

Current developments
The greatest challenge currently faced by UNILUX is the war in Ukraine and its direct effects on the company’s 
 procurement markets. Due to the sharp rise in material costs and the limited availability of key materials, less new 
construction can be expected in the future. Although such a decline in new construction is not yet discernible, the 
first manifestations of this trend are expected in the second half of this year. 

That being said, the current situation also presents new opportunities. Rising interest rates and energy costs and 
worries about a permanently high rate of inflation could increasingly motivate private households and real estate 
managers to undertake energy-saving refurbishment and general renovation work. It is to be expected that a 
 potential decrease in new construction will be offset by rising demand for energy-saving refurbishment work on 
the part of private households. 
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After completion of the carve-out of UNILUX from the former owner, the company successfully retained its estab-
lished customer base and acquired many new customers as well. The measures associated with the carve-out 
made the organization more efficient and leaner. The company is currently focused on strengthening the operat-
ing business and exploiting existing growth potential in all stages of the value chain. 

In addition, the company observes the market continuously to identify suitable acquisition opportunities at an 
early stage. The company’s revenues and EBITDA were above budget in the first six months of 2022. 

Significant factors affecting business performance
Fundamental value enhancement and improvement measures were initiated already in the first weeks after the 
acquisition of UNILUX. These activities are centered on the identification of growth potential in the high-margin 
export business, while maintaining a strong focus on measures to improve the company’s core operational 
 processes. Particular emphasis is being placed on procurement optimization, the process ranging from tender 
preparation to delivery, and the pricing and discount strategy.

Outlook
In view of the currently stable market environment, the loyal customer base, and growth opportunities in the 
high-margin export business, the outlook for UNILUX is still positive. UNILUX operates traditionally in a highly frag-
mented market dominated by regional competitors. Thanks to enhanced delivery capacity, however, the company 
has improved its competition situation in the midst of an especially challenging environment. To offset the consid-
erably high material and energy prices, the company has communicated price increases to customers in Germany 
and abroad. 

In addition, the company continues to monitor the current situation in procurement markets very closely so that it 
can respond quickly to challenges involving reliability and price increases for materials. The measures initiated with 
the support of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities to generate profitable growth and optimize processes will lead to 
improved margins and solid growth in the future.
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SERVICES & SOLUTIONS SEGMENT (S&S)

Revenues from continued operations in the Services & Solutions segment rose by 14 percent to EUR 214.1 million in 
the first half of 2022 (H1 2021: EUR 187.6 million). Segment EBITDA amounted to EUR 14.6 million (H1 2021: EUR 14.4 
million). The revenue growth was driven in part by the Rivus Group, which increased its revenues over the first half 
of 2021. Another part of the segment’s revenue growth was contributed by the BPG Building Partners Group, whose 
revenues included those of CHB Gerüstbau, which was purchased as an add-on acquisition in the 2022 financial 
year, and which also improved its own operating result. As an add-on acquisition, the BPG Building Partners Group 
purchased Berlin-based Container Handelsbüro Peter Bonitz e. K. from the previous owner as part of a succession 
solution in early January 2022. On February 25, 2022 the sale of AKAD University to the strategic buyer Galileo 
Global Education was closed. 

LD DIDACTIC

Company
LD Didactic is a provider of technical teaching systems for schools and vocational training. It has belonged to 
the  AURELIUS Equity Opportunities Group since 2009. The group offers complete solutions with a strong digital 
component for general education in science and vocational training in technology, engineering, and science.

Structure and organization
Headquartered in Hürth, near Cologne, LD Didactic operates production facilities in Germany and Hungary. The 
company distributes products and solutions with its own expert personnel in Germany and through a dealer net-
work and selected partners in other countries of Europe and beyond. LD Didactic’s management team is divided 
into two areas of responsibility, Sales and Operations, and bears joint responsibility for Finance, Controlling, and 
HR. Besides Sales, the Marketing and Communication Departments also report to the Sales Director. The Opera-
tions Director is responsible for Product Management, Development, Procurement, Production, Logistics, Order 
Fulfillment, and IT. He also manages the company’s three factories and the foreign subsidiary in Hungary.

Market environment
Education is a global megatrend. According to the “2020 Global Education Market Report” published by Mergers 
Alliance, about USD 152 billion was invested worldwide in education technology in 2018. Expenditures are expected 
to more than double to USD 342 billion by the year 2025. 

These investments are being made both in industrialized nations and emerging-market countries. Industrialized 
nations are investing to maintain and extend their technological lead, to counteract the scarcity of skilled workers, 
and to accelerate the transformation to a knowledge and services society. In addition, emerging-markets countries 
face the challenges of adapting their education infrastructures to their fast-growing populations, combating youth 
unemployment, and averting emigration. 
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According to the World Economic Forum, approximately 1.2 billion students in 186 countries were affected by the 
pandemic-related school closures. In many cases, these school closures have made it even more necessary to 
 invest in innovative education technology. The company will benefit from this trend for years to come.

Current developments
LD Didactic focused on lowering its cost base, stepping up its distribution and digital marketing activities, and 
 developing innovative solutions in 2021, among other things. The order intake in the first half of 2022 was in line 
with the multi-year average. Compared to the first half of 2021, which was affected by the pandemic, the company’s 
business volume increased by approximately 20 percent in Germany and by more than 50 percent in other 
 countries. 

Also in the first half of 2022, a considerable number of new products and innovations were introduced to the  market 
and presented to a broad trade audience at the didacta 2022 trade fair in Cologne. Highlights include the 
 KS  RIEDENBURGER MODELL student experiments and the new compact and cost-efficient digital electronic lab 
 system COM4LAB.

Significant factors affecting business performance
The growing overall demand for digitalized instruction products was boosted considerably by home-schooling 
demands during the pandemic. Capitalizing on this trend, the DIGITAL ÜBERZEUGT campaign (meaning “Digital 
Wins”) aimed at a broad market showed how top-quality digital instruction can be provided also during the lock-
downs with the products of LD Didactic, including the digital work devices of the CASSY family of products and the 
student experiments from the SCIENCE LAB.

Outlook
In the area of technical instruction, the company plans in the second half of 2022 to further expand the cooperation 
begun in 2021 between ELABO and LD Didactic in the field of Industry 4.0 and electrical engineering and to launch 
its own new products in the subject areas of energy transition and SMART GRID. In the area of science instruction, 
the company is focused on the further virtualization and digitalization of its portfolio and on the subject areas of 
sustainability and climate change. In consideration of all these initiatives, LD Didactic is confident of being able to 
generate further profitable growth in the second half of 2022 by capturing its share of the further investments to be 
made in education technology both in Germany and abroad.

BPG BUILDING PARTNERS GROUP

Company
BPG Building Partners Group is a group of scaffold-building and construction logistics companies that provides 
services for all kinds of construction projects throughout Germany. The group is one of the few companies in 
Germany to possess the capacities and technical capabilities to build even the most complex scaffold designs. 
In the Construction Logistics division, the company also provides services for equipping and operating 
 construction sites. Although BPG Building Partners Group has been involved in the execution of numerous 
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large-scale projects throughout Germany, it also supports many medium-sized and small projects. The group’s 
customers include prestigious construction companies, architects, skilled trades, and public-sector institu-
tions. BPG Building Partners Group developed out of B+P Gerüstbau. It has belonged to the AURELIUS Equity 
Opportunities Group since 2014.

Structure and organization
BPG Building Partners Group is headquartered in Wandlitz, near Berlin. The group companies offer their services 
in all regions of Germany, with a particular emphasis on Berlin-Brandenburg, southeastern Germany, Hesse, 
Rhineland-Palatinate, Munich, the Rhine-Ruhr region, Hamburg, and Schleswig-Holstein. The group maintains 
offices and storage facilities in Berlin, Hamburg, Munich, Schmölln/Leipzig, Kaarst/Düsseldorf, and Mannheim/
Bobenheim-Roxheim. BPG Building Partners Group is led by one Managing Director.

Market environment
The market for scaffold building and construction site logistics is dependent on the general state of the construction 
industry. The outlook for the construction industry has been dimmed considerably by the disruptions resulting from 
the war in Ukraine. Insufficient availability has fueled substantial cost increases for construction materials and prod-
ucts and delayed construction projects. Other factors strongly affecting the outlook for the construction industry 
include the sharp rise in interest rates for construction financing and the expectable inflation-driven increase in wage 
costs, which likewise drive up costs and adversely affect demand. After a good start to the year with a real increase in 
new orders of 1.6 percent over the year-ago period, the construction market experienced a sharp downturn in April. 
For 2022, therefore, the German construction industry is only forecasting either stagnant revenues or a drop in 
 revenues of up to 2 percent in the main construction trades. On the other hand, the direct effects of the pandemic 
will only be minor, as before. 

Current developments
Aside from a slightly higher rate of employees on sick leave due to the new wave of coronavirus infections in the first 
half of 2022, the company did not experience any direct effects from the pandemic. The strong construction 
 demand that lasted into the spring supported a high rate of capacity utilization. This effect, together with the 
 revenue and profit contributions of GSB Gerüstbau GmbH acquired in 2021 and those of CHB Containerhandels- 
und  Vermietung Berlin GmbH acquired in January 2022 contributed to much better results compared to the 
 previous year. The plan target for revenues was likewise exceeded by a considerable margin. 

Thanks to moved-up investments and the renegotiation of prices with customers, the company has not been 
much affected by the cost increases for construction materials to date, also due to the fact that the company has 
little direct material usage in its projects by virtue of its business model. However, price increases and longer lead 
times, which could have effects on the company’s business model, are to be expected in the second half of the 
year. From today’s perspective, these effects are not thought to be major. The company has been able to offset the 
sharp rise in energy costs since March with savings in other cost items.

In line with the strong revenue growth, the group continues to develop central structures to support its operating 
companies. Even in the event of a market downturn, the company plans to continue the implementation of these 
measures, although they will be carefully reassessed on a case-by-case basis. 
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Significant factors affecting business performance
The company’s business performance in the reporting period was influenced by crisis-driven market uncertainties 
related particularly to a potential further escalation of the war in Ukraine and a possible energy crisis, which would 
entail serious, lasting adverse effects on all economic sectors, including the construction industry.

Outlook
Based on the still high level of orders and intensive sales activities, BPG Building Partners Group expects contin-
ued organic revenue growth in the 2022 financial year. The company has been so far able to absorb the adverse 
earnings effects resulting from higher material prices. BPG Building Partners Group is countering the adverse 
earnings effects with Groupwide coordinated cost savings measures and structural adjustments and therefore 
continues to expect a stable and positive earnings situation in 2022. 

TRANSFORM HOSPITAL GROUP

Company 
Transform Hospital Group is a provider of healthcare and wellbeing services in surgical and non-surgical cosmetic 
procedures, as well as weight loss treatments, in the United Kingdom. The company evolved from the merger of 
Transform and The Hospital Group, which have belonged to the AURELIUS Equity Opportunities Group since June 
2015 and October 2016, respectively.

The company operates a network of 11 outpatient clinics in England and Scotland, as well as two dedicated 
 surgical procedure hospitals.

Structure and organization
Headquartered in Manchester, United Kingdom, Transform Hospital Group is led by a CEO with the support of a 
senior management team in the areas of Finance, Sales, and Clinical Operations. The senior management team is 
also responsible for the company’s operating segments of Cosmetic Interventions, Surgical Services, and Weight 
Loss Services.

Market environment
The market environment of Transform Hospital Group has been fundamentally altered by the pandemic since the 
early months of 2020. After the massive impacts on the group’s business activity at the start of the pandemic, 
 demand in the group’s core markets has risen continuously and has since regained the pre-crisis level. The current 
economic tailwinds resulting from the war in Ukraine, rising inflation, and declining consumer confidence could 
affect demand in all the operating segments of Transform Hospital Group.

Current developments
The group broadened its portfolio of services in reaction to the market conditions created by the coronavirus 
 pandemic. The group continues to offer services to National Health Service (NHS) organizations in close proximity 
to its own facilities on the basis of the relationships established with the NHS during the pandemic in the spring of 
2020. The group also developed further B2B relationships with private surgeons and groups to complement its 
traditional B2C business 
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Transform Hospital Group also expanded its e-commerce portfolio to include telemedicine offerings, intensified its 
digital marketing activities, and implemented efficiency enhancement programs. These activities have ensured 
the group’s growth and increased its resilience since 2020 by further diversifying its revenue sources and making its 
business model more sustainable.

Significant factors affecting business performance
The management team used the coronavirus crisis as an occasion to adapt its business model so that Transform 
Hospital Group is now a more diverse provider of healthcare services offering its customers an even broader 
spectrum of services.

Outlook
The backlog of planned surgical procedures is very high as a result of the coronavirus pandemic. In view of the 
current situation, this backlog will presumably increase further before the situation normalizes again. The result 
would be greater demand in the private healthcare sector, both from NHS outsourcing opportunities and from 
private consumers, i.e., self-paying patients and private insurance companies. Transform Hospital Group has 
 responded to the underlying market dynamics by broadening its product range considerably and by automating 
and digitalizing its processes. The new offering of telemedicine services makes it possible to lower costs compared 
to the historical situation of the business model. The group sees itself as being well positioned to prevail in a tough 
market environment.

RIVUS GROUP 

Company
The Rivus Group is composed of Rivus Fleet Solutions and Pullman Fleet Solutions. Both companies are commer-
cial vehicle fleet operators in the United Kingdom with a nationwide network of repair shops. The group provides 
fleet management services (repair, maintenance, accident and breakdown assistance) to large customers. Pullman 
Fleet Solutions is particularly focused on heavy-duty commercial vehicles. AURELIUS Equity Opportunities 
 acquired Rivus Fleet Solutions in September 2019 and Pullman Fleet Solutions in November 2020.

Structure and organization
Headquartered in Solihull in the United Kingdom, the Rivus Group takes care of more than 120,000 vehicles for 
more than 30 well-known large companies in different sectors, including the former parent company British 
Telecom (BT Group), which operates the second-biggest vehicle fleet in the United Kingdom. In the category of 
heavy trucks, it has provided reliable and flexible service to large customers like Wincanton, Tesco, and  Morrisons 
for decades. With a joint network of 80 own repair shops, more than 500 partner repair shops, and more than 
80 mobile technicians, the Rivus Group offers an extensive range of fleet management services for all phases of 
the vehicle life cycle.
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Market environment
The fleet management sector is exposed to various adverse effects as a result of macro factors such as the ongoing 
coronavirus pandemic, the war in Ukraine, and the sharp rise in prices. After the lifting of all coronavirus restric-
tions, the group has experienced recurring absences due to illness in the United Kingdom. The war in Ukraine has 
caused a shortage of goods in the commodity markets and is pushing energy prices and the general cost of living 
to new highs. Because the British government had classified the fleet management services of the Rivus Group as 
systemically relevant, it was able to continue operating without changes during the pandemic. This status was 
conferred upon the group because it serves infrastructure-relevant sectors such as telecommunications, energy, 
and emergency services.

The Rivus Group sees new business opportunities in the growing trend of companies outsourcing fleet manage-
ment to specialists. Outsourcing this work enables them to lower costs and focus more on their own core business.

Moreover, the group’s biggest customer, the BT Group, continues to invest in its fiber-optic networks and the 5G 
mobile telecom standard, while continually enlarging its vehicle fleet. The automotive market is still heavily  affected 
by the ongoing shortage of semiconductors, resulting in longer lead times for new vehicle orders, a scarcity of 
rental vehicles, and rising costs for fleet customers, which the Rivus Group, however, has managed very well to the 
satisfaction of its customers.

In addition, the market is confronted with a serious shortage of truck drivers and vehicle technicians as a result 
of Brexit and the coronavirus pandemic. Therefore, the Rivus Group is continuously investing in internal training 
facilities to maintain the high level of qualifications in its repair shops and keep employee turnover relatively low 
compared to the market..

Current developments
Despite the macroeconomic challenges, the Rivus Group has managed to keep its entire network of repair shops 
operating at full capacity at all times. This high level of service is reflected in the very positive feedback received 
from customers. For this reason, the Rivus Group received the “Fleet Manager of the Year Award” for the second 
year in a row. As in 2021, the Rivus Group did not lose a single key customer in 2022 and has renewed multiple con-
tracts involving considerable business volumes. Consequently, the group has assured itself of a stable revenue 
basis for the coming years. 

The Rivus Group has implemented various cost optimization projects since the acquisition by AURELIUS Equity 
Opportunities. The organizational restructuring of administration and the continuous optimization of the repair 
shop network to improve capacity utilization have considerably improved both the group’s business model and 
the quality of service provided to customers. Such measures include the digitalization of processes, continuous 
investments in the modernization of IT infrastructure, and the ongoing implementation of a new target operating 
model for the group. 

Moreover, important growth initiatives such as the development of comprehensive solutions to expedite the trans-
formation to electric vehicles and alternative drive forms, including advice, financing, charging infrastructure, and 
vehicle connectivity have been bundled within a new function at the Rivus Group.

Other investments in key areas of future significance such as ESG conformity, which is essential for obtaining 
 government contracts and meeting the future supplier requirements, as well as investments in qualified staff and 
talented teams, have already yielded positive early results.
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Significant factors affecting business performance
The measures taken to boost efficiency and transform the business should lead to sustainable growth, both 
 organic and in the form of strategic add-on acquisitions. These measures include the integration of corporate 
 functions, the continuous improvement of all operating processes, the enhancement of profitability in the network 
of internal and external repair shops, the realization of improvement potential in the areas of Procurement, IT, and 
Finance, and the successive digitalization and automation of all business processes. In particular, the transition to 
electric vehicles and decarbonization will open up new, profitable business opportunities and strong partnerships 
for the Rivus Group.

Outlook
The Rivus Group will strive to solidify its market leadership position in fleet management and post-accident repairs 
and its status as a reliable partner for the conversion of commercial fleets in the United Kingdom to electric vehi-
cles. With a view to the future, the group’s development work entails extensive investments in new technologies, 
operational readiness for the introduction of electric vehicles, and the use of inter-connected vehicles. Moreover, 
the Rivus Group will build on its unique selling proposition of having a nationwide network of repair shops and 
further improve its bid management and tender processes for large, critical fleets in the United Kingdom. System 
interfaces both with customers and with suppliers will be developed so that the group can focus on improving 
service quality, working capital, and cost reduction initiatives. Finally, the operational integration of Pullman Fleet 
Services announced at the start of 2022 will yield additional cost savings and operational synergies.
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RETAIL & CONSUMER PRODUCTS SEGMENT (RCP)

Revenues from continued operations in the Retail & Consumer Products segment rose by 24 percent to EUR 736.3 
million in the first half of 2022 (H1 2021: EUR 591.6 million). Segment EBITDA increased by 40 percent to EUR 70.2 
million (H1 2021: EUR 50.3 million). Both increases resulted from the add-on acquisitions made in the 2022 finan-
cial year and from the operational improvement of individual portfolio companies. The European Imaging Group 
purchased a majority stake in CameraNU.nl, which is based in Urk/Netherlands, from the company’s founders 
as an add-on acquisition in February 2022. In another add-on acquisition, BMC Benelux acquired the construc-
tion materials division of De Rycke, which is based in Beveren near Antwerp/Belgium, in late March 2022. Finally, 
the European Imaging Group purchased a majority stake in Cyfrowe.pl, a leading omnichannel retailer of photo-
graphic and video equipment based in Gdansk/Poland, as an add-on acquisition in May 2022.

SCHOLL SHOES

Company
Scholl Shoes is a shoe brand active in Europe, Asia, and the Middle East, as well as Africa. In Europe, the company’s 
shoes are sold online, in premium retail stores, by distributors, retail chains, retailers specializing in comfort shoes, 
and pharmacies. Scholl Shoes enjoys a high degree of brand recognition across the world. The company offers a 
broad portfolio of products ranging from fashion shoes to everyday shoes and work shoes. Shoe design and devel-
opment work is coordinated from the company’s headquarters in Italy. The company also has its own develop-
ment unit and several licensing partners in Southeast Asia. The company has belonged to the AURELIUS Equity 
Opportunities Group since 2014.

Structure and organization
Scholl Shoes has its headquarters in Milan/Italy. The senior management team bears overall responsibility for the 
company. Both national subsidiaries are managed by its own management team, to which the key departments of 
Finance, Marketing, Sales, and Logistics report.

Market environment
The after-effects of the coronavirus pandemic and the repercussions of the war in Ukraine are evident in the shoe 
market as they are in the retail sector in general. Retail revenues in the European core market were about 11 per-
cent lower in the first quarter of the current year than in the same quarter last year. The health of the overall market 
can also be measured by the performance of large e-commerce players such as Zalando, whose revenues declined 
by an amount in the low single-digit percentage range in the first half of 2022.
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Current developments
Despite the ongoing coronavirus pandemic, Scholl Shoes generated considerably higher revenues in the 2022 
financial year compared to the previous year. In fact, revenues are already more than 30 percent higher than 
the pre-crisis levels in the respective comparison markets. This performance was mainly driven by strong 
growth in e-commerce, the distribution business, and the introduction of the new product lines Scholl Iconic, 
Scholl Collection, and Scholl Kids. 

Also in Asia, revenues were higher than in the previous year. Licensing revenues from licensing partnerships 
were stable. Thanks to profitable growth and efficiency enhancement measures, EBITDA was considerably 
higher than in previous years.

Significant factors affecting business performance
Profitable growth is supported by the company’s consistent digital transformation, die strengthening and 
 rejuvenation of the brand core, and strong focus on online and distributor sales. Cost reduction and efficiency 
enhancement measures coupled with sustained growth have had a clearly positive effect on EBITDA. 

Outlook
The war in Ukraine and the global supply chain crisis present additional challenges besides those of the ongoing 
pandemic. Therefore, the company is placing the highest priority on the consistent optimization of the product 
cost basis and selective price increases as part of its transformation and growth strategy. The company contin-
ues to focus on expanding its distributor and partner business in Europe and tapping new markets in Asia by 
means of distribution agreements and licensing partnerships. The company also continues to push the digital 
transformation. Despite the ongoing crisis, footwear industry revenues are generally more stable than those of 
other sectors.

CONAXESS TRADE GROUP

Company
The Conaxess Trade Group is a large, independent distributor of fast-moving consumer goods in Europe. The group 
operates primarily in the categories of food, beverages, and personal hygiene. It maintains sales organizations in 
the Scandinavian countries, as well as in Austria and Switzerland. The group represents, promotes, and distributes 
more than 200 international and local brands, which generally do not handle their own distribution in these coun-
tries. The brand-name products are marketed systematically through different retail and wholesale channels rang-
ing from cross-border retail giants to HoReCa (hotel, restaurant, catering) channels, kiosks, and convenience 
stores. The group emerged from the acquisition of the distribution business of the Swiss company Valora AG. It has 
belonged to the AURELIUS Equity Opportunities Group since the beginning of 2016.
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Structure and organization
The Conaxess Trade Group consists of seven companies in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Austria, Switzer-
land, as well as the Danish company Conaxess Trade Beverages AS. The Movement Group acquired in late March 
2021 has been completely integrated into the Swedish subsidiary of the Conaxess Trade Group. 

The headquarters of the Conaxess Trade Group is located in Hvidovre (Copenhagen/Denmark). The group’s 
management team is composed of a Nordic CEO, a Nordic CFO, a CEO Austria/Switzerland, and the heads of 
Business Development, Communication, and IT. All the national subsidiaries of the Conaxess Trade Group have 
a similar organization with their own CEO, CFO, Marketing Director, and Sales Director. Conaxess also operates its 
own logistical center in Switzerland.

Market environment
The markets for fast-moving consumer goods are very stable and not subject to wide fluctuations. However, the 
restrictions imposed by governments to combat the ongoing coronavirus pandemic also impacted sales of 
 consumer goods in the first half of the year. These restrictions have mainly caused shifts between sales channels, 
including shifts from the HoReCa (Hotels/Restaurants/Catering) channel to conventional retail outlets, for exam-
ple. The war in Ukraine has only affected the company indirectly in the form of inflation and the price increases 
which the company has implemented in the market. The Conaxess Trade Group only advertises and sells third-
party brands. Unlike its competitors, which very often also distribute their own brands from their own production 
for sale in retail stores, the company is not subject to any of the risks associated with this activity. Conaxess Trade 
Group therefore sees itself as being extremely well-positioned compared to its competitors and can operate on a 
risk-free, flexible, and lean cost basis. 

The market for fast-moving consumer goods is closely tied to the development of retail sales. However, the corona-
virus crisis has changed consumer behavior. Retail sales of product groups for which demand has increased 
 dramatically (e.g. noodles, canned foods, crispbread, cleaning agents, disinfectants, alcoholic beverages, etc.) 
have benefitted the most, whereas HoReCa sales, in-shop travel sales (airports, train stations, borders), and 
 impulse purchases of candy and snacks have suffered from the crisis. These effects have disappeared for the most 
part. Inflation and the development of product prices are more important to the group at the present time. The 
group is currently in the process of raising prices to account for the development of commodity prices, energy 
prices, and wages.

Current developments
The business performance of the Conaxess Trade Group in the first half of 2022 was very positive compared to the 
previous year, reaching a new record level in terms of earnings. The positive performance can be attributed mainly 
to the recovery of individual distribution channels and product groups from the effects of the pandemic, as well 
as the high volume of new business. Thanks to this development coupled with stringent cost management, the 
company’s EBITDA was above plan and above the level of the previous year.

In the first half of the year, the company focused on the resumption of activity in all sales channels and the integra-
tion of new acquisitions into the individual subsidiaries. The company continued to focus on negotiating and 
 implementing price increases in all countries. The war in Ukraine has only a minor impact on the business.

In terms of operations, the group’s own warehouse in Denmark was closed at the end of February 2022. All related 
activities were outsourced to a service partner.
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Significant factors affecting business performance
The general trend of revenues will be affected primarily by inflation and price increases in different product groups. 
Profit margins remain steady because the price increases imposed on the group by suppliers are passed on to 
customers. In the medium term, however, this trend can lead to sales shifts within product groups. The necessary 
increases in selling prices vary by product depending on the development of prices for raw materials and the 
 energy intensity of the products in question. 

If coronavirus restrictions are imposed again in the second half of the year, that would again cause shifts between 
distribution channels and product groups. Any such shifts, however, would not have any significant adverse effects 
on the group’s overall business performance. Sales are also affected by the introduction of new products and the 
modification or termination of products and contracts. The wide exchange rate fluctuations (Swedish krona and 
Norwegian krone against the euro, US dollar, and British pound) can temporarily have an adverse effect on the 
Group’s EBITDA. However, experience shows that this effect can be made up, and in some cases more than made 
up by price increases in the later course of the year, so that it usually does not result in margin deterioration..

Outlook
The outlook for the Conaxess Trade Group in the 2022 financial year remains highly positive, although the course of 
inflation, price increases, coronavirus variants and the possible measures to be imposed by governments to con-
tain them could affect the group’s business performance. Additional momentum will result from the development 
of new business under new contracts and the initiation of outsourcing projects.

EUROPEAN IMAGING GROUP

Company
The European Imaging Group is the holding company for a number of brands and companies in the imaging sector, 
including the photographic and video equipment vendors Calumet, Wex, and Foto-Video Sauter. The group is 
 Europe’s leading omnichannel vendor of photographic and video equipment for enthusiasts and professionals, 
offering an extensive portfolio of brand-name products of reputable manufacturers and private-label brands and 
services. Calumet has belonged to AURELIUS Equity Opportunities since 2016, Wex since 2017. Foto-Video Sauter in 
Munich was acquired as an add-on acquisition at the end of 2018. CameraNU, the leading omnichannel specialist 
retailer of cameras and accessories in the Netherlands, was acquired at the start of the current year 2022, and 
 Cyfrowe, the leading Polish omnichannel specialist retailer of premium-quality photographic and video equipment 
for professionals and enthusiasts, was acquired in the middle of May.

Structure and organization
Headquartered in Norwich, Norfolk/England, the European Imaging Group operates in the United Kingdom, 
Germany, Belgium, Poland, and the Netherlands, where it sells a wide range of products in its own online shops 
and now also in 36 specialty stores. The group also operates four warehouses in northern Germany, the Nether-
lands, the United Kingdom, and Poland in order to ensure the quick delivery of products to retail stores and 
 online customers.
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The group is led by a six-person management team: a CEO and a CFO, both responsible for the group, and four 
national subsidiary directors. The extended management team also includes senior executives in charge of 
 Marketing, Online Sales, IT, and Finance.

Market environment
After two years of coronavirus pandemic, the market for photographic and video equipment on the central 
 European continent and in the United Kingdom has stabilized again. Specialist retail revenues are rising – even at a 
slightly above-average rate in the case of Calumet. The war in Ukraine has not caused a significant economic 
 downturn to date.

Current developments
The revenues and EBITDA of the European Imaging Group were in line with the plan targets in the first half of 2022. 
After the acquisition of CameraNU, the Calumet shops in the Netherlands were integrated into CameraNU as of July 
1, 2022. The legal integration of Foto-Video Sauter into Calumet was effected retroactively to January 1, 2022. 
 However, the Foto-Video Sauter brand remains in effect. The Wex shop in the Scottish city of Glasgow moved to a 
new location at the start of the year and has boasted a considerably more modern look since the reopening in 
April.

Significant factors affecting business performance
One reason for the positive trend of the group’s revenues is the recovery of the brick-and-mortar shop business; 
another reason is that the group added some new, premium-quality cameras to its merchandise assortment, 
which have been very well received by customers.

Product availability is still a challenge due to supply chain disruptions and semiconductor shortages. As a result, 
a growing number of customer orders remain unfilled; however, this situation harbors potential as soon as 
 product availability improves again.

Outlook
After the positive business performance in the first half of the year, especially in the retail business, the European 
Imaging Group also expects significantly higher revenues and earnings for the full year.

Hard-to-assess risks for the group’s business performance in the second half of the year include the economic 
 repercussions of the war in Ukraine, product availability, and the pandemic. Based on last year’s experience, 
 however, the potential effects of the pandemic on brick-and-mortar sales are now only thought to be moderate.

Trade fairs such as the TPS in Birmingham should stimulate buying, especially considering ramp-up effects in the 
new shops that opened last year in Cologne, Newcastle, Hanover, and Leeds. The opening of another new shop is 
currently being planned.
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SILVAN

Company
Silvan is a leading DIY (do-it-yourself) retail chain in Denmark with the highest brand awareness in this sector. It was 
acquired by AURELIUS Equity Opportunities in September 2017. Silvan mainly serves retail customers from 42 DIY 
stores and an online shop in Denmark. Silvan’s stores, which are favorably located for customers in both city 
centers and suburbs, offer not only conventional DIY products such as building materials and gardening products, 
but also home improvement and smart home products. Altogether, Silvan distributes more than 150 brands with a 
particular focus on sustainability. 

The company has increasingly placed a greater emphasis on customer convenience and customer focus in the last 
few years. Besides expanding its online presence (including help content) and offering drive-in service options and 
conventional retail services such as click-and-collect, the company has made personalized services such as cus-
tom wood cutting, paint mixing, bicycle rentals, equipment rentals, and trailer rentals an integral part of its service 
portfolio. Parcel delivery has been offered to customers at all stores since the beginning of 2021. Customers can 
also have substitute keys made at all the company’s stores. 

Structure and organization
Silvan has its headquarters in the Danish city of Aarhus. It is led by a four-person management team composed of 
a CEO, a CFO, a COO, and a CSO. The extended management team includes senior executives in charge of Category 
Management, E-Commerce & Marketing, Finance, HR, IT, and Supply Chain Management.

Market environment
After the strong years 2020 and 2021, the DIY sector in Denmark exhibited a sideways development in the first half of 
2022. Considerably higher revenues were generated in January and February of 2022 than in the corresponding 
months of 2021. However, this development is mainly attributable to the nationwide lockdown imposed as part of 
the Danish government’s coronavirus protection measures. 

The adverse effects were also reflected in the Danish Consumer Confidence Index, which came out significantly 
below the levels of the previous years. Bauhaus, Jem & Fix, and Harald Nyborg as the company’s most important 
competitors in the B2C business continue to expand. After the entry of the Swedish Byggmax Group into the Danish 
market, a DIY store is supposed to open in Vejle in the summer of 2022.

Current developments
Towards the end of the first quarter and during the second quarter of 2022, the company’s business was especially 
affected by the challenges of the war in Ukraine, the global supply chain crisis, and the increase in inflation.

Parts of the company’s merchandise assortment are affected by the effects of strained supply chains, which 
 remain under continuous pressure. The company’s costs have been adversely affected by the appreciable 
 concurrent rise in electricity and heating costs. It is also possible, moreover, that the negative Consumer  Confidence 
Index reading has influenced the purchasing behavior of the Danish population. 
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On the other hand, no significant pandemic restrictions have been imposed yet in 2022 thanks to the progress 
made by the Danish government in combating the pandemic last year. Despite the challenges to sales, the compa-
ny’s business performance has only fallen slightly short of the initial expectations. During this period, the company 
managed to generate strong revenues in its brick-and-mortar stores, direct online sales, and click-and-collect 
 service. 

The positive results are attributable in part to Silvan’s quick and consistent implementation of various measures. 
For example, products that could no longer be delivered as a result of the war in Ukraine were largely replaced with 
products of other suppliers at short notice. At the same time, the company implemented especially forward-look-
ing measures in preparation for the 2022 financial year, including a substantial increase in operational merchandise 
inventories and accelerated import activities. Silvan also made additional, targeted investments. 

As a result of all these measures, Silvan increased its unit sales in the first four months of 2022 by an amount well 
above the average for the Danish DIY market.

Significant factors affecting business performance
The company’s revenues in the first half of 2022 were above the level of the corresponding year-ago period as a 
 result of the lockdown in January and February of 2021. Further increases in unit sales were achieved with the aid 
of operational steps such as the continuous implementation of the new pricing strategy, the expansion of the 
 online merchandise assortment, and other marketing concepts. Besides continuing to implement current  projects, 
other initiatives are planned to ensure optimal long-term business performance and fundamentally modernize 
and expand its existing stores. In this context, Silvan continued to modernize its store network consistently in the 
first half of the 2022 financial year.

Outlook
Silvan expects that demand in the second half of the 2022 financial year will be slightly higher than in the second 
half of the previous year. This will depend, however, on the development of macroeconomic conditions and related 
factors such as rising inflation and the further course of the pandemic. 

Silvan will consistently push the digitalization of its business processes in order to be prepared as well as possible 
for any future disruptions. The resulting price increases can still be passed on to customers at the present time. To 
counteract a potential shortage of freight container capacities in Asia, Silvan has begun planning for the Christmas 
season much earlier than usual.

Other growth-promoting measures are already in the planning or implementation phase. These measures should 
be gradually implemented in the further course of the 2022 financial year. They include the opening of additional 
city stores and the modernization and reorientation of existing stores. A lease has already been concluded for an 
additional store in the greater Aarhus metropolitan area. Additional (online) upgrades of established services are 
being tested and implemented. For the full year 2022, Silvan expects to generate an EBITDA of a similar amount as 
in 2001.
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NDS GROUP

Company
The NDS Group is Norway’s second-biggest wholesaler of automotive parts. The company offers a portfolio 
of parts, shop equipment, and services to a customer base that includes independent auto repair shops, car 
dealerships, and local wholesalers. In addition, the NDS Group offers repair shop concepts under its own Auto-
Mester brand and concepts for third-party customers such as Bosch Car Service. The division that had formerly 
belonged to the Hella Group was acquired by AURELIUS Equity Opportunities in December 2018. As part of its 
growth strategy, the company acquired Sola Shipping AS, one of the leading distributors of marine chemicals 
and boat care products in Norway, as an add-on acquisition in December 2020. In another add-on acquisition, it 
acquired Nordic Lift in November 2021. In June 2022, NDS also acquired the car wash equipment supplier Nordic 
Wash and the marine distributor Hovdan Poly, which distributes premium-quality ship components such as 
winches, ropes, and life jackets. 

Structure and organization
The company has its headquarters in Hagan near Oslo (Norway) and operates a central warehouse there, as well as 
more than 20 branches located throughout the country. The management team is composed of a CEO and three 
Managing Directors in charge of Finance, Sales, and Operations.

Market environment
The base of relevant automobiles for the independent spare parts market (more than four years old) continues to grow at 
a modest rate. The Norwegian spare parts market is mainly stable, but will change in the short to medium term as a result 
of consolidation and in the long term due to the rising share of electric vehicles. Market consolidation can be observed in 
the original supplier spare parts market (Original Equipment Suppliers, OES) and in the independent spare parts market. 

In the OES channel, dealership chains are generating rising revenues whereas smaller car dealerships are increasingly 
going bankrupt. In the independent spare parts market, national repair shop chains and repair shops with multiple loca-
tions are experiencing strong growth and increasingly driving smaller repair shops out of business. The market for repair 
shop equipment is growing as repair shops switch to electric vehicle equipment and automobile manufacturers expand 
their repair networks.

Current developments
Despite having increased its market share, the NDS Group has generated lower revenues in 2022 to date. The revenue 
decline encountered in the first quarter can be attributed to the warm winter and wave of Omicron variant infections and 
in the second quarter to the deferral of repairs that are not absolutely necessary due to the unusual increase in the cost of 
living. 

Whereas new orders booked for repair shop equipment continued to rise in the first half of the year, several large-scale 
projects were postponed due to the non-availability of materials. The continually rising volume of new orders can be 
 attributed in part to master agreements with more and more car dealers and repair shop operators and in part to  projects 
with new electric vehicle manufacturers, who are expanding their repair shop networks in Norway. The acquisition of 
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Nordic Lift and the recent acquisition of Nordic Wash have strengthened the company’s assortment of repair shop 
 equipment significantly. Additional synergies, especially in the service segment, are expected. The share of private- 
label products which the group purchases directly from Asia has been significantly expanded, resulting in increased 
product profitability. Moreover, the competitive private label program is a key advantage in winning new customers.

Significant factors affecting business performance
The quarantine restrictions imposed by the government in response to the wave of Omicron coronavirus infections led to 
capacity bottlenecks at the start of the year. Moreover, the winter was considerably milder than last year’s unusually cold 
winter, leading to lower sales of winter-season products such as batteries, for example. In reaction to the sharp increase 
in the cost of living in Norway, especially energy prices, consumers chose to forego or postpone repairs that are not 
 absolutely necessary. 

Due to global supply bottlenecks, deliveries were increasingly delayed, particularly in the category of repair shop 
 equipment. The NDS Group has increased its inventories to counteract any further delivery delays.

Outlook
Due to rising costs and the generally turbulent economic situation, the NDS Group was temporarily unable in the 
first half of 2022 to generate additional growth or boost its profitability over the corresponding year-ago period. 
Nonetheless, the group increased its market share further with two add-on acquisitions and the conclusion of a 
high-volume principal supplier agreement with one of the fastest-growing repair shop chains in Norway. The inde-
pendent spare parts market has generally proved to be crisis-resistant due to the fact that the percentage of the 
total automobile fleet represented by older vehicles normally rises in such times. Moreover, large-scale orders for 
repair shop equipment have merely been postponed, meaning that stronger sales can be expected in this segment 
in the second half of the year. And considering that the company has stepped up its M&A activities considerably, 
further add-on acquisitions yielding considerable synergies are likely.

BMC BENELUX

Company
BMC Benelux is a leading chain of construction materials stores in the B2B sector in Belgium. With a market share 
of about three percent, the company is among the top 5 players in a highly fragmented market. BMC Benelux 
 primarily serves small and medium-sized construction industry customers with its two brands YouBuild and Mpro. 
The retail chain boasts a dense network of stores throughout Belgium, a broad range of products, and an excellent 
service offering including services such as delivery, custom cutting, and specialty tool rentals. BMC Benelux has 
belonged to AURELIUS Equity Opportunities since October 2019.

Structure and organization
Headquartered in Brussels/Belgium, BMC Benelux currently operates 18 stores in the greater metropolitan area 
of the Belgian capital and Antwerp in the regions of West Flanders and Hennegau. BMC Benelux also operates its 
own logistics company to deliver goods to customers. The management team consists of a CEO, a CFO, a 
 Procurement Director and three Regional Directors in charge of Sales and Operations.
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Market environment
The Belgian market for construction materials (disregarding coronavirus and Ukraine effects) is stable and growing 
at an annual rate of one to two percent. The business is subject to seasonal fluctuations, with demand peaking in 
spring and autumn, as well as weather-induced demand fluctuations. Mild winters or warm summers lengthen the 
construction season. International vendors are steadily withdrawing from the fragmented market and putting their 
businesses up for sale. In some cases, family-owned enterprises encounter problems with finding suitable succes-
sors. This circumstance gives rise to additional opportunities for growth through add-on acquisitions for BMC 
 Benelux.

Current developments
Construction activity was boosted by strong catch-up effects in all parts of Belgium at the start of the first half of 
2022. Whereas sales had begun to rise again in the West Flanders and Hennegau region already towards the end of 
2021, construction projects also resumed in the Brussels metropolitan area. Thanks to the advancing vaccination 
campaign, moreover, the further spread of the coronavirus was sharply curtailed. Therefore, demand was affected 
by the coronavirus pandemic only to a limited degree. Consequently, both revenues and EBITDA came out well 
above expectations. In addition, the demand behavior of individual customer groups was influenced by shortages 
of goods and substantially higher prices in the first half of 2022.

The introduction of specialty tool rentals and the rigorous implementation of cost improvement measures made 
positive contributions to the company’s first-half results. On the other hand, the planned opening of new stores 
was put off to the second half of 2022 as a result of delayed permit procedures. The acquisition of the construction 
materials business of the Belgian De Rycke Gebroeders Group as an add-on transaction was successfully 
 completed.

Significant factors affecting business performance
The company’s business performance in the first half of 2022 was influenced by several factors on the demand 
side. First, the company benefitted from a strong catch-up effect from construction projects that had been  delayed 
in the previous year. Second, the company’s business performance was affected by serious bottlenecks in the 
 delivery of goods and significantly higher prices of materials. Feeling the pinch of substantially higher costs of 
 construction projects, end customers in particular have adapted their demand behavior of late. Despite the gener-
ally poor availability, however, the company was able to ensure the supply of all essential goods by quickly adapt-
ing its procurement policy and relying on long-cultivated supplier relationships. Any adverse effect on EBITDA was 
avoided by passing on price increases to customers. Shifts in demand behavior were largely neutralized by the 
highly diversified merchandise assortment of BMC Benelux.

Outlook
Under the current conditions, the outlook for the second half of 2022 remains positive. This expectation is grounded 
in the order backlog for large-scale projects and the consistently strong demand for private home renovation work. 
However, a decrease in the strong excess demand can be expected on the basis of the currently declining number 
of applications for new construction permits. BMC Benelux will maintain its fundamental strategic focus on small 
and medium-sized customers, accompanied by an excellent offering of products and services and a dense store 
network. The company continues to focus on assessing and completing further add-on acquisitions. The post-
poned store openings should be made up in the second half of 2022.
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NEDIS

Company
Nedis is a Dutch importer and wholesaler of entertainment electronics (including loudspeakers, radios, 
 headphones) and household electronics in the categories of connectivity (including adapters, charging cables, 
connectors, and computer accessories), seasonal products (portable air-conditioning devices, fans, and fan 
heaters), kitchen appliances, and smart home products. The company has belonged to the AURELIUS Equity 
Opportunities Group since March 2020. 

The products are offered both under the Nedis brand and as white-label products in nearly all countries of 
 Western Europe. Traditionally, regular electronics retailers and big-box stores are important customer seg-
ments,  although the share of online vendors in the customer base of Nedis has grown steadily in the last few 
years. Since 2021, Nedis has also been active in the vendor and seller business in different marketplaces.

Structure and organization
Headquartered in ‘s-Hertogenbosch/Netherlands, Nedis maintains its own procurement organization in Asia. The 
distribution center operated jointly with Distrelec, which likewise belongs to the AURELIUS Equity Opportunities 
Group, also offers drop-shipping service for online merchants in selected markets. With this kind of online selling, a 
merchant can offer products without having to keep them in stock itself. The management team includes a Direc-
tor of Category Development and Procurement, who also serves as the Group CEO, a Sales Director, a Director of 
Marketing and E-Commerce, a Director of IT and Operations, and a CFO.

Market environment
Given its broad product assortment, multiple market segments are relevant for Nedis. Whereas the smart home 
market is expected to experience annual growth of around 13 percent through 2027, the growth of SDAs (Small 
Domestic Appliances) is only expected to be around 4 percent. The connectivity and media market is somewhat 
harder to assess, although the company anticipates growth of around 9 percent in the relevant segment for Nedis. 
Almost half of total sales of consumer electronics and tentatively about one third of sales of small domestic 
 appliances in Europe will be conducted online this year.

Current developments
Despite massive changes in demand in some cases resulting from the war in Ukraine and an extremely challenging 
procurement situation in Asia, Nedis achieved a modest increase in revenues compared to the year-ago period. 
The demand for stay-at-home products that had been boosted by the coronavirus pandemic has fallen off consid-
erably due to the fact that consumers have by now fulfilled this need. Consumers are again spending more money 
on travel and eating out. The demand for work-at-home products has been stable. Unit sales of smart home prod-
ucts, meaning app-controlled products (Internet of Things – IoT), remain high and have in fact risen in some cases. 
Products that can be used for energy savings such as smart thermostats, for example, are selling especially well 
right now. Moreover, unit sales of electronic heating devices have been unusually high for the summer as a result of 
the war in Ukraine. In view of the looming shortage of natural gas, retailers are stocking electric heaters that 
 consumers can use to keep warm in the winter.
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Growth is still being slowed by the tough procurement situation. Supply chains from Asia have been repeatedly 
disrupted particularly as a result of spontaneous lockdowns and the shortage of chipsets. Procurement costs 
 remain high. Container prices have stabilized at a high level and the U.S. dollar exchange rate has become 
 un favorable. Price increases in procurement are largely passed on to customers in the form of higher selling prices.

Significant factors affecting business performance
Particular flexibility is needed in sales due to the fact that the war in Ukraine and increased prices are causing 
 massive demand shifts between product groups. Moreover, timely availability remains an issue. The company is 
still encountering substantial delays in the delivery of goods from Asia, along with persistently high prices. 
Therefore, the company’s Sales organization is focused on procuring product groups in high demand while also 
 negotiating better prices to offset the effects of higher procurement costs.

Outlook
Influenced by the war in Ukraine and characterized by the tremendous increase in consumer prices, the current 
situation in Europe makes it extremely hard to predict the course of business in the coming months. General pur-
chasing restraint can be expected given that consumers have less money at their disposal. From its merchandise 
assortment, however, Nedis can also sell product groups that are very much in demand (electronic heating devices 
and energy-saving products), which could offset the decline in general demand.

The company’s profit margins were squeezed in the first half of the year. However, the situation can be expected to 
ease again thanks to a price increase implemented as of July 1, 2022. Generally speaking, Nedis is on a good track 
as it continues to develop new relationships with high-volume customers and enjoys positive growth in the focal 
segments of smart home products and marketplace business.

DISTRELEC 

Company
Distrelec is a Europe-wide multi-channel trading company specializing in the digital sales and shipping of elec-
tronics parts and measurement devices. The company has more than 150,000 active customers in 14 countries 
of  Europe. The company’s highly efficient logistics center, regional, customer-focused sales organization, and 
multi- language e-commerce platform form the core of its value creation and customer experience. Distrelec has 
 belonged to the AURELIUS Equity Opportunities Group since March 2020.

Structure and organization
Headquartered in Nänikon, Switzerland, the company is led by three Managing Directors. Besides the European 
sales organization in 17 countries, the central service center in Riga/Latvia, the logistics center in ‘s-Hertogen-
bosch/Netherlands, and the Office for Sales, Marketing and IT in Manchester/United Kingdom are the main 
 pillars of the company’s infrastructure.

Market environment
The general level of demand was exceedingly positive in the first half of 2022. Neither the coronavirus pandemic 
nor the war in Ukraine has crimped the strong market demand. As an additional precaution, the company has 
 increased its inventories to cushion any supply bottlenecks.
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Current developments
Distrelec was extraordinarily successful in the first half of 2022. Revenues were considerably higher than in the 
first half of last year and EBITDA also exhibited a positive development. In addition to this positive performance, the 
company acquired some major new customers and won tenders, including one put out by Saab. Sales in the 
 company’s digital channels have also been very strong. Product sales via cross-docking have likewise exceeded 
expectations since the beginning of the year.

Significant factors affecting business performance
The company’s success can be credited in large part to the continuous improvement of the digital customer 
 journey and constant optimization in the area of performance marketing. Distrelec was also able to ensure product 
availability and thus satisfy the strong demand of customers with the aid of excellent procurement management. 
With regard to sales, the new sales organization in Germany, the Netherlands, and France has been particularly 
 instrumental in the company’s success. 

The company’s current business is hardly affected by the EU sanctions against Russia. For one thing, Distrelec 
 generated very little sales in that country; in addition, it has no bearing on the company’s supply chains.

Outlook
The senior management expects the company’s positive business performance to continue in the second half of 
the year on the strength of rising demand and the significant improvement of customer-focused processes. 
 Internally, the company will continue its digitalization efforts and its comprehensive sales optimization project to 
solidify the success achieved to date. 

The pandemic is no longer expected to have a direct impact on the company’s success. Likewise, the management 
no longer expects to experience any direct, adverse effects from the war in Ukraine. Increased defense spending in 
Germany, Denmark, and Sweden can be expected to boost demand for electronic parts in the customer segment 
of aeronautic and defense systems. 
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CO-INVESTMENTS
The successful closing of the AURELIUS European Opportunities Fund IV (the “Fund”) was announced in April 2021. 
The Fund has received investment commitments totaling EUR 378 million from a group of institutional investors, 
including U.S. and European university endowments, pension funds, insurance companies, and family offices. 
AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA will additionally invest up to EUR 162 million together with the Fund. 
Thus, a total amount of EUR 540 million is available for investments in the European mid-market segment.

Together with the Fund, the AURELIUS Equity Opportunities Group can continue to pursue its proven strategy of 
investing in corporate carve-outs and companies undergoing transformation processes in the European mid- 
market segment. The Fund strives to make equity investments of up to EUR 100 million in companies headquar-
tered in Europe.

This is another key milestone for AURELIUS Equity Opportunities, one that offers additional, profitable opportuni-
ties to create value for its stakeholders. Thus, the Fund represents a new stage in the Group’s development. As of 
June 30, 2022, the co-investments include the Advanced Power Solutions Group, Enerveo, Minova, Ceramic Tiles 
Distributors (CTD) and McKesson UK.

On February 28, 2022, the acquisition of Minova was successfully completed as part of a global carve-out trans-
action from Orica Limited Melbourne/Australia. On April 4, 2022, the acquisition of Ceramic Tile Distributors 
was completed as a carve-out transaction from the parent company Saint-Gobain. On April 6, 2022, the 
 acquisition of McKesson UK, the parent company of numerous market-leading healthcare companies, including 
LloydsPharmacy, John Bell & Croyden and AAH Pharmaceuticals, was successfully closed. The co-investments 
are included in the companies accounted for at equity in the consolidated balance sheet. 

ADVANCED POWER SOLUTIONS 

Company
Advanced Power Solutions is one of the leading suppliers of consumer batteries in the European market. Having 
operated in this market since 1970, the company has a long tradition of manufacturing top-shelf products. The 
company’s main products include alkali batteries, zinc-carbon batteries, rechargeable Ni-MH batteries, and 
 specialty batteries. The company sells its products under the Panasonic and Eneloop brands. Advanced Power 
Solutions is also one of Europe’s leading manufacturers for private-label brands and original equipment manufac-
turers (OEMs). The acquisition of Advanced Power Solutions was the first transaction completed under the newly 
launched co-investment program.

Structure and organization
The company’s administrative headquarters is located close to Brussels/Belgium, and it operates two production 
facilities in Belgium and Poland. Its products are sold in more than 50 countries with the aid of the Europe-wide 
distribution network consisting of the main team in Belgium and smaller teams in other countries of Europe.
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Market environment
The market for consumer batteries is characterized by steady growth. Duracell, Energizer, and Varta are the 
company’s primary competitors in this highly contested market. Despite the disadvantage of high shipping 
costs, Asian competitors are working hard to gain market shares. The stable private-label business makes an 
important contribution to the company’s well-filled order books. The first signs of a weakening market can be 
seen in the decreased volume of wholesale orders, which will lead to lower sales in retail outlets.

Current developments
The company encountered difficulties such as supply chain disruptions, problems with the availability of recharge-
able batteries, and shipping delays in the first half of the year. These difficulties manifested in the form of lower 
revenues and earnings compared to the first half of last year. The company’s first-half earnings were also impacted 
by higher prices for materials, energy costs, and transport costs. The company has responded to these develop-
ments by raising its prices and will continue to do so. Although the company has begun to raise selling prices, the 
increase is not enough to fully offset the cost increases.

Significant factors affecting business performance
Supply bottlenecks in China are having an adverse effect on competitors, but a positive effect on the company’s 
order volumes. The company’s earnings performance has been favored by the higher proportion of brand-name 
products (Panasonic products) compared to the previous year. The war in Ukraine has thus far had very limited 
operational effects on the business of Advanced Power Solutions, aside from the general effect on prices of 
commodities, natural gas, and energy.

Supply bottlenecks and lengthy delivery delays especially for battery charging devices and Eneloop battery 
products, which are imported from countries outside of Europe, are putting serious pressure on Advanced 
Power Solutions. The market prices of some raw materials have increased drastically from the previous year and 
continue to rise. Shipping and energy costs have reached the highest levels ever recorded.

Outlook
The company expects to grow its overall revenues in 2022. To meet the demand projected for the second half of 
the year, the company’s production is running at the limit of its capacities while having to contend with interrup-
tions in the supply of raw materials and price increases. The company has raised prices in all product groups and 
distribution channels to counteract the increase in material, shipping, and energy costs. The first price increases 
took effect already in the first half of 2022. Other price increases will be implemented in the course of the 2022 
 financial year. In addition, the company has begun to implement rigorous projects to improve performance and 
lower costs.

ENERVEO 

Company
Enerveo is a leading contracting business in the United Kingdom and Ireland. It is one of the biggest providers of 
engineering, installation, and maintenance services in the company’s five operating segments of Mechanical & 
Electrical Engineering, Lighting Systems, Rail & Track Construction, Electrical & Control Systems, and High-Voltage 
Systems. The company’s customer base includes blue-chip companies and public-sector institutions.
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Structure and organization
Each one of the five business units is led by a Managing Director who reports to the Executive Board. The 
 wholly-owned subsidiary Airtricity Utility Solutions Ltd. is responsible for managing the activities in Ireland.

Market environment
The inflationary pressures that became more noticeable in the market in the first quarter of 2022 continued in 
the second quarter as well. Despite the economic uncertainty, major projects and contract modifications were 
signed and should commence in the near future. This is a good sign that the effects of inflation especially on 
 local government budgets provide an incentive to carry out energy efficiency measures as quickly as possible. 
Enerveo has benefitted from this trend. As a result, orally committed projects which have been in the pipeline 
for several months are now being prioritized and converted into sales. In addition, major projects have been 
tendered out and acquired by the company in nearly all operating segments.

Although Enerveo’s performance in the first quarter was somewhat disappointing relative to its forecasts, the 
forecasts for the second quarter have been largely fulfilled, thanks in part to the fact that the seasonal fluctua-
tions of revenues that affect the expenditures of local authorities at the end of the fiscal year around March and 
April occurred mainly as expected.

Current developments
To further simplify the structure of its business units, Enerveo began to transfer the Public Transport Infrastruc-
ture business unit to the Infrastructure Solutions business unit in the first half of the year. The management has 
identified additional improvement potential, which is to be validated. The recommendations will probably be 
implemented in the course of the third quarter and the  savings should take effect as planned in the course of the 
fourth quarter.

The conversion to the new ERP system COINS was successfully initiated in early June. As a result, most of the 
services that SSE had provided under the Transitional Services Arrangement were completed within the 
 expected timeframe. However, it will take a little time before the system is fully embedded into the company 
and delivers the promised improvements in reporting and project management.

After the new CEO took office in December, the replacement of the management team is complete. A new CFO, a 
new Director of Sales and Marketing, a new Director of Procurement, and new Finance Directors for the High-
ways, Electrical, and Infrastructure Solutions units will take up their work in the near  future.

Significant factors affecting business performance
It has been necessary so far in 2022 to charge impairments of existing legacy projects, which have adversely im-
pacted the company’s financial performance. Consequently, the company is finding it harder to raise money in the 
capital markets. The company’s weak financial performance also  affects its credit standing and makes it harder to 
obtain favorable payment terms from suppliers. These effects are currently being mitigated by effective working 
capital management.

Outlook
The management does not see any direct signs of an imminent recession affecting Enerveo’s industry at the pres-
ent time. Nonetheless, the number of risk factors that could impair the company’s performance in the medium 
term is rising. Such risks include potential delays in certain projects, especially those being carried out for local 
authorities. Moreover, the company is under intense inflation pressure, making it necessary to renegotiate prices 
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before contracts are even begun, which could affect the sale pipeline. At the present time, however, there are no 
signs of performance deterioration related to recessionary pressure in the current budget year.

Even though the management expects considerable long-term advantages to result from the cost-saving initia-
tives, it is well aware of the operational risks and financial costs associated with these initiatives. Moreover, the 
successful implementation of these measures is not guaranteed insofar as it will also depend on the trust and 
support of internal and external stakeholder groups. Nonetheless, the management is confident that the measures 
being taken to mitigate these risks will contribute to the success of the projects.

MINOVA 

Company
Minova is a globally active manufacturer and supplier of ground support and bolting systems for mining and infra-
structure customers. Minova supplies both steel products (including braces, steel mesh) and chemical products 
such as resins. Minova is one of the top 3 market leaders in all relevant markets. Minova was acquired as a carve-out 
from Orica at the end of February 2022. 

Structure and organization
Minova’s headquarters is located in London/United Kingdom. The company operates 13 production facilities and 
18 sales offices in North America, Europe, the CIS, South Africa, India, and Australia and has about 1,000 employees. 
Minova’s global management team is composed of a CEO, a CFO, a Head of Technology & Marketing, and a Group IT 
Director. 

Market environment
Mining markets around the world are in strong shape as the global economy recovers from the effects of the 
 coronavirus pandemic and the disruption of coal, natural gas, and oil markets caused by the war in Ukraine and the 
subsequently imposed trade embargos. The tailwinds created by these circumstances have further increased 
 demand for the company’s products in all regions.

Current developments
Minova’s revenues and earnings in the first half of 2022 were both above plan and above the levels of the previous 
year. The profit margin indicators have improved further as a result of price increases for raw materials. The man-
agement identified optimization opportunities and drew up strategic and operational plans in the first months 
 after the acquisition. The management also analyzed potential savings in procurement, options for restructuring 
selling and administration expenses in Europe, and opportunities for improving operational processes in Canada, 
the United States, Poland, and India. The strategic and operational plans were completed in the second quarter of 
2022. 

Significant factors affecting business performance
The heightened demand for commodity products continues to ensure good results for the company. Profit  margins 
improved after the introduction of price initiatives to pass on commodity price increases to customers.
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Outlook
Minova’s business outlook for the full year 2022 remains positive. Revenues and earnings are expected to be both 
above plan and above the level of the previous year.

MCKESSON UK

Company
McKesson UK is a leading, fully integrated healthcare provider in the United Kingdom, which was acquired by 
AURELIUS under the co-investment structure in April 2022. McKesson UK operates and holds significant market 
shares in the four operating segments of Retail, Digital Platforms, In-Home Care, and Wholesale. The company’s 
success is underpinned by the strong brand LloydsPharmacy, its loyal customer base, and its leading position in 
wholesale pharmaceuticals. The company has benefitted greatly in the past years from the introduction of addi-
tional services in its own pharmacies, a growing portfolio of digital services, and the ability to support the growing 
trend of basic in-home patient care. 

Structure and organization
The group’s headquarters is located in the English city of Coventry. McKesson UK operates about 1,300 pharmacies 
throughout the UK, as well as 14 warehouses and six healthcare centers, which offer infusion, testing, and screening 
services in collaboration with the UK’s National Health Service (NHS). The management team is composed of four 
Managing Directors responsible for IT, Human Resources, Finance, and Operations, as well as Market and Strategy. 

Market environment
The British healthcare market is heavily regulated. After the two difficult pandemic years, the British healthcare 
 industry is now looking to the future with more confidence. The heavy financial burden of the NHS has created 
 demand for alternative healthcare systems such as in-home care and provoked necessary discussions about the 
price structure for prescription-only drugs. However, these discussions are being delayed by the current instability 
of the British government, so that the shortage of qualified nurses and pharmacists, coupled with inflation and 
the regressive movement of pay scales in the past years, will have serious repercussions on the operational and 
 financial performance of all healthcare industry players.

Current developments
Since the acquisition, the Task-Force of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities has provided operational support on 
 location and worked with the management on the carve-out from the McKesson Group. The structure and 
 performance of every business unit is being reviewed as part of this process. In the coming months, the 
 management will develop a comprehensive potential development plan outlining operational initiatives and a 
strategic roadmap for each business unit in the coming years. 

Significant factors affecting business performance
The business performance of McKesson UK is affected above all by the increase in labor, energy, and transport 
costs resulting from the high rate of inflation. The company also has to contend with substantial unallocated and 
non-competitive costs in the Support Center, demands for back pay from previous years in the Retail segment, and 
a loss of market share in the business of prescription-only medicines (prescription business).
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The company is also subject to financial burdens resulting from the shortage of skilled medical personnel due to 
Brexit, as well as changed market conditions. To cite one example, pharmacists are increasingly employed by 
 general practitioners, making it necessary to hire independent personnel, mainly expensive temp workers. More-
over, the transparency of the company’s internal processes is limited by the use of an outdated IT system.

Outlook
The outlook varies depending on the business unit. The Wholesale division is competitive and occupies a solid 
market position, which is growing modestly on a comparable basis after the loss of low-margin business at the end 
of last year. The gross profit is improving as a result of the pricing project and the loss of low-margin businesses. 
Unfortunately, this beneficial effect has been negated by inflation, especially of personnel, building, and transport 
expenses. The In-Home Care division is likewise experiencing continued growth. However, both these business 
units are in need of an efficiency enhancement program. The digital business is growing, but only unprofitably, 
necessitating a review of the business model. The shortage of skilled workers is still a challenge in the In-Home 
Care and Retail divisions..

CERAMIC TILES DISTRIBUTORS 

Company
Ceramic Tile Distributors is a UK-based specialty supplier of premium-quality ceramic tiles. The company mainly 
distributes tiles, tile adhesives, grout, and related tools and consumable materials for the preparation, laying, 
cutting, and drilling of tiles. The leading position of Ceramic Tile Distributors in the B2B market is supported by 
the high level of brand awareness of its Gemini product line and the positive business performance of the recent 
past. The company had formerly belonged to the French industrial concern Saint-Gobain; it was acquired by 
AURELIUS under the co-investment structure in April 2022.

Structure and organization
Headquartered in the English city of Newcastle upon Tyne, Ceramic Tile Distributors operates 89 stores and four 
distribution centers. The company serves a constantly growing base of commercial and individual customers 
with its tile showrooms and retail centers located throughout the country. Ceramic Tile Distributors offers local 
service by which customers and dealers visit a store and speak directly with a team of internal specialists. The 
company is led by a Managing Director. 

Market environment
Ceramic Tile Distributors expects a difficult market environment overall in the second half of 2022. The greatest risk 
to the building materials market at the present time is the development of natural gas prices. Market headwinds are 
clearly picking up: There are indications that persistent inflation and the forecast interest rate increases could 
weaken consumer demand, which could affect the company’s B2B business with other retailers and its B2C 
 business with end users in the second half of 2022. The home renovation market is expected to contract.
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Many commercial customers of Ceramic Tile Distributors such as hotel chains are currently faring well since the 
reopening after the coronavirus lockdowns. However, rising fears of a general recession could also dampen the 
 investment propensity of these companies. Given that Ceramic Tile Distributors benefits from investment deci-
sions made in the last one to two years, the effects would probably not be felt until next year.

The residential construction market is in better shape. British construction companies are anticipating stronger 
demand in the second half of 2022. Moreover, any possible weakening of sales would be mitigated by guaranteed 
price increases. Nonetheless, the rising level of interest rates will affect sales of new homes, making the market 
environment much more difficult in 2023 than in 2022.

Current developments
The high natural gas prices have prompted sharp price increases by tile suppliers. All price increases to date have 
been passed on to customers on a relative basis. In addition, Ceramic Tile Distributors tracks the development of 
natural gas prices on a daily basis and studies possible hedging scenarios.

The company’s business performance since the acquisition has exceeded expectations. Earnings have been well 
above plan. However, the medium-term outlook is highly dependent on the state of the British economy. There-
fore, it cannot be expected that the company’s sales performance will remain above the level specified in the 
 capital investment plan in the second half of 2022.

Significant factors affecting business performance
Prices for energy and raw materials have risen drastically above the level of the previous year and continue to rise 
as a result of various market challenges and the general trend of inflation. Rising energy costs also affect raw mate-
rial prices directly because tile production is energy-intensive. Shipping costs are also steadily rising due to higher 
fuel costs, strikes, and the scarcity of shipping containers.

The insufficient availability of raw materials coupled with rising customer demand has caused supply bottlenecks 
and delivery delays at Ceramic Tile Distributors. Nonetheless, the company continues to place the highest priority 
of product quality to protect its good reputation among customers.

Outlook
The company anticipates steady revenue growth in 2022, it being critically important to react quickly to market 
challenges. However, Ceramic Tile Distributors is well on the way to establishing itself in the market as a successful, 
independent company after the carve-out.
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE, CASH FLOWS,  
AND FINANCIAL POSITION

Financial performance

The consolidated revenues of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA rose by 31 percent to EUR 1,566.8 
million in the first half of 2022 (H1 2021: EUR 1,199.4 million). The increase over the year-ago period resulted in 
part from solid revenue growth in the existing portfolio companies and in part from the platform investments 
made in 2021, which were included in the consolidated numbers for six full months for the first time. The add-on 
acquisitions made in the current year also contributed to the growth of consolidated revenues.

The determining date for the first-time consolidation or inclusion of a subsidiary in the consolidated financial 
statements is the transaction closing date because this is when complete control of the company is attained. 
The revenues and earnings of subsidiaries acquired during the year are only included in the consolidated finan-
cial statements from the date of first-time consolidation. Therefore, they are included only on a pro-rated basis. 

The annualized consolidated revenues of the AEO Group (i.e., extrapolated to the full 12 months) amounted to 
EUR 3,169.7 million (H1 2021: EUR 2,652.9 million).

Five corporate groups were acquired as add-on acquisitions to strengthen existing portfolio companies in the 
first half of 2022. The BPG Building Partners Group acquired Berlin-based Container Handelsbüro Peter Bonitz 
e. K. from the previous private owner as part of a succession solution in early January 2022. The European Imag-
ing Group acquired a majority stake in CameraNU.nl, which is based in Urk/Netherlands, from the company’s 
founders in February 2022. BMC Benelux acquired the construction materials division of De Rycke, which is 
based in Beveren near Antwerp/Belgium in late March 2022. VAG successfully completed the acquisition of RTS 
Valvulas Ltda., a supplier of valve solutions based in  Guarulhos, São Paulo/Brazil, from the company’s previous 
owner in late March 2022. Finally, the European Imaging Group acquired a majority stake in Cyfrowe.pl, a leading 
omnichannel retailer of photographic and video equipment based in Gdansk/Poland in May 2022. 

In addition, AURELIUS Equity Opportunities completed three transactions under the co-investment structure in 
the first half of 2022. The acquisition of Minova from Orica Limited, Melbourne/Australia, as a global carve-out 
transaction was successfully completed on February 28, 2022. The acquisition of Ceramic Tile Distributors as a 
carve-out transaction from the parent company Saint-Gobain was completed on April 4, 2022. Ceramic Tile 
 Distributors is a specialized distributor of premium-quality ceramic tiles with more than 89 stores and four distri-
bution centers in the United Kingdom. The acquisition of McKesson UK was successfully completed on April 6, 
2022. All acquisitions are accounted for as co-investments within the line item of investments accounted for using 
the equity method in the consolidated statement of financial position. Because AURELIUS Equity Opportunnities 
exerts no control over any of these co-investments according to the definition of IFRS 10, they are not (fully) 
 consolidated. 
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In January 2022, Ideal Shopping Direct agreed to sell its “Create and Craft” division to Hochanda Global Limited 
under the name “The Craft Store” and to sell the assets of its yarn and accessories business “Deramores” to 
LoveCrafts Group Limited. In February 2022, the company sold its remaining business, the TV and web distribu-
tion channels operating under the name Ideal World, to the British entrepreneur and investor Hamish Morjaria. 
Upon the completion of these transactions, all parts of Ideal Shopping Direct have been sold and removed from 
the basis of consolidation of the AEO Group. The sale of the distance learning school AKAD University to the 
 strategic buyer Galileo Global Education was completed on February 25, 2022. 

The companies sold before the reporting date are no longer included in revenues and earnings in the first half of 
2022 and in the comparison figures from the first half of 2021. The comparison figures were adjusted in accordance 
with the provisions of IFRS 5 (accounting rules for noncurrent assets held for sale and discontinued operations). 

In accordance with the provisions of IFRS 8, individual companies are attributed to different operating segments 
for purposes of the segment report. Key indicators for the individual segments Industrial Production, Services & 
Solutions, and Retail & Consumer Products, as well as discontinued operations, are presented in Note 4 of the 
notes to the consolidated financial statements. 

Other income declined to EUR 41.5 million (H1 2021: EUR 44.2 million). In the first half of 2021, no bargain purchase 
gains are included in this figure (H1 2021: EUR 0.6 million).

Purchased goods and services rose by 36 percent to EUR 1,013.8 million (H1 2021: EUR 747.5 million). The  purchased 
goods and services ratio came to 65 percent in the first half of 2022 (H1 2021: 62 %). Personnel  expenses amounted 
to EUR 335.1 million, as compared to EUR 272.2 million in the first half of last year, indicative of a 23 percent increase. 
The personnel expenses ratio came to 21 percent in the first half of 2022 (H1 2021: 23 %). 

Other expenses rose by 32 percent to EUR 192.3 million (H1 2021: EUR 146.1 million). 

Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) amounted to EUR 85.1 million, that being 
slightly higher than the year-ago figure (H1 2021: EUR 83.4 million). The increase is mainly attributable to the im-
proved operating performance of existing portfolio companies and the platform investments made in 2021, 
which are included for six full months for the first time. 

Depreciation, amortization and impairments of intangible assets and property, plant and equipment amounted 
to EUR 58.6 million, that being ten percent higher than the corresponding figure from the first half of 2021 
(EUR 53.5 million). Earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) came to EUR 26.5 million (H1 2021: EUR 29.9 million). 

After deduction of the financial result of minus EUR 16.6 million (H1 2021: EUR -8.9 million) and income taxes of 
minus EUR 6.3 million (H1 2021: EUR -7.1 million), the profit from continued operations came to EUR 3.6 million in 
the first half of 2022 (H1 2021: EUR 13.9 million). 

The profit/loss from continued operations amounted to EUR 52.1 million (H1 2021: EUR 16.4 million). The consol-
idated profit amounted to EUR 55.7 million (H1 2021: EUR 30.3 million). Basic earnings per share from continued 
operations came to EUR 0.09 (H1 2021: EUR 0.47).
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Financial position

The total assets of the AEO Group amounted to EUR 2,316.0 million at the reporting date of June 30, 2022,  indicative 
of a modest two percent increase over the comparison figure (December 31, 2021: EUR 2,281.2 million). The changes 
in the individual items of the statement of financial position are mainly attributable to changes in the basis of 
 consolidation of the AEO Group, particularly resulting from the initial consolidation of new portfolio companies and 
the deconsolidation of sold portfolio companies.

At EUR 826.5 million, noncurrent assets were six percent higher than at the end of financial year 2021 and repre-
sented 36 percent of total assets (December 31, 2021: EUR 779.5 million or 34% of total assets). This figure includes 
intangible assets in the amount of EUR 108.8 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 102.6 million). These mainly consisted 
of trademarks, industrial property rights, order backlogs, technologies, capitalized research and development 
 expenses, and customer relationships. At EUR 320.9 million, property, plant and equipment were slightly above the 
level at December 31, 2021 (EUR 308.6 million). Right-of-use assets amounted to EUR 287.2 million (December 31, 
2021: EUR 291.6 million). Financial assets amounted to EUR 16.8 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 21.4 million). Invest-
ments accounted for using the equity amounted to EUR 42.1 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 3.1 million), mainly 
consisting of the investment of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities in AURELIUS Investment Lux One Sàrl. Employee 
benefit assets declined slightly, by six percent, to EUR 23.8 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 25.2 million). The de-
ferred tax assets of EUR 26.9 million were little changed from the corresponding figure at December 31, 2021 
(EUR 27.0 million).

Current assets declined slightly, by one percent, to EUR 1,489.5 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 1,501.7 million). 
 Inventories increased by 21 percent to EUR 569.9 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 472.4 million). The trade receiva-
bles of EUR 383.5 million were twelve percent higher than the comparison figure (December 31, 2021: EUR 343.1 
million). Income tax assets fell to EUR 0.9 million from the corresponding figure at December 31, 2021 (EUR 2.2 mil-
lion). Other financial assets declined by four percent to EUR 116.9 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 122.0 million). 
Other assets of EUR 60.4 million were 35 percent higher than the figure at December 31, 2021 (EUR 44.8 million). 

Cash and cash equivalents amounted to EUR 310.3 million, as compared to EUR 444.0 million at December 31, 2021. 

Assets held for sale in the amount of EUR 6.1 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 38.6 million) mainly consisted of 
 assets of Hammerl.

The equity of the AEO Group declined modestly, by two percent, to EUR 581.8 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 592.5 
million). This corresponds to an equity ratio of 25.1 percent (December 31, 2021: 26.0  %).

Noncurrent liabilities fell by one percent to EUR 697.6 million from the corresponding figure at December 31, 2021 
(EUR 702.8 million). This item included noncurrent pension liabilities of EUR 33.2 million (December 31, 2021: 
EUR 33.6 million) and provisions of EUR 7.5 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 7.6 million). It also included financial 
 liabilities of EUR 255.6 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 254.3 million), lease liabilities of EUR 275.7 million (December 
31, 2021: EUR 280.9 million), other financial liabilities of EUR 23.9 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 21.1 million), 
 deferred tax liabilities of EUR 43.0 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 46.4 million), and Other liabilities of EUR 58.6 mil-
lion (December 31, 2021: EUR 58.8 million). 
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The current liabilities of EUR 1,036.6 million were above the level of the figure at December 31, 2021 (EUR 985.9 
 million). Current provisions declined by four percent to EUR 38.1 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 39.6 million). 
 Current financial liabilities rose by 37 percent to EUR 171.2 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 125.1 million). The trade 
payables of EUR 506.9 million were 20 percent higher than the figure at December 31, 2021 (EUR 422.8 million). 
 Income tax liabilities amounted to EUR 12.7 million, as compared to EUR 11.2 million at December 31, 2021. Other 
liabilities  declined markedly, by 16 percent, to EUR 181.6 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 216.4 million).

Liabilities related to assets held for sale in the amount of EUR 2.7 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 39.7 million) 
 consisted mainly of liabilities of Hammerl.

Cash flows

The cash flow from operating activities of the AEO Group in the first half of 2022 was minus EUR 48.3 million  
(H1 2021: EUR 84.6 million). This change is mainly attributable to the build-up of working capital within the Group.

The cash flow from investing activities was minus EUR 51.1 million (H1 2021: EUR -49.5 million). It consisted mainly of 
payments for companies acquired in the first half of 2022 minus cash acquired in the amount of EUR 25.8 million  
(H1 2021: EUR -18.9 million), proceeds from the sale of portfolio companies minus cash sold in the amount of 
EUR 50.4 million (H1 2021: EUR 0.0 million), payments for the co-investment program in the amount of EUR 31.4 mil-
lion (H1 2021 EUR 0.0 million), and investments in noncurrent assets in the amount of EUR 51.1 million (H1 2021 
EUR -39.9 million).

Free cash flow came to EUR -99.4 million, after EUR 35.1 million in the first half of 2021. This change resulted mainly 
from the build-up of working capital, payments for the newly established co-investment program, and invest-
ments in the noncurrent assets of portfolio companies.

The cash flow from financing activities in the first half of 2022 came to minus EUR 35.8 million (H1 2021: EUR -174.6 
million). This figure included proceeds from the borrowing of current financial liabilities in the amount of EUR 34.8 
million (H1 2021: payments of EUR 89.2 million), payments for the purchase of treasury shares in the amount of 
EUR 21.4 million (H1 2021: EUR 0.0 million), and payments for dividends in the amount of EUR 41.5 million (H1 2021: 
EUR 28.7 million).

Employees

At the reporting date of June 30, 2022, the number of employees in the AEO Group was 11,057 (December 31, 2021: 
11,141). This number included 5,330 salaried employees and 5,727 hourly workers in the AEO Group.
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GROUP INTERIM FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF  
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA for the period from  
January 1 to June 30, 2022

in mEUR Note 1/1/ - 6/30/2022       1/1/ - 6/30/2021*

Continued operations

Revenues 2.1 1,566.8 1,199.4

Change in inventories of finished and unfinished goods 10.2 5.6

Other income 2.2 41.5 44.2

Purchased goods and services  -1,013.8 -747.5

Personnel expenses  -335.1 -272.2

Other expenses 2.3 -192.3 -146.1

Share of results of investments accounted for using the
equity method  7.8 - / -

Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and
amortization (EBITDA) 85.1 83.4

Amortization, depreciation and impairments of intangible
assets, property, plant and equipment and right-of-use
assets

-58.6 -53.5

Earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) 26.5 29.9

Other interest and similar income 0.7 0.9

Interest and similar expenses -17.3 -9.8

Net financial income/expenses -16.6 -8.9

Earnings before taxes (EBT) 9.9 21.0

Income taxes -6.3 -7.1

Profit/loss after taxes from continued operations 3.6 13.9

Discontinued operations

Profit/loss from discontinued operations  52.1 16.4

Consolidated profit/loss 55.7 30.3

Other comprehensive income/loss 
(to be recognized in profit or loss in the future)

Currency translation differences 1.1 6.2

Other comprehensive income/loss 
(not to be reclassified to profit or loss in the future)

Revaluation IAS 19 0.8 0.9

Other comprehensive income/loss 1.9 7.1

Comprehensive income/loss 57.6 37.4
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF  
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
continued

in mEUR 1/1/ - 6/30/2022       1/1/ - 6/30/2021*

Share of consolidated profit/loss attributable to:

Shareholders of the parent company  54.7 29.7

Not-controlling interests 1.0 0.6

 

Share of comprehensive income/loss attributable to

Shareholders of the parent company  56.6 36.9

Non-controlling interests 1.0 0.5

Earnings per share

Basic in EUR

From continued operations 0.09 0.47

From discontinued operations 1.86 0.57

Total from continued and discontinued operations 1.95 1.04

Diluted in EUR

From continued operatiions 0.09 0.47

From discontinued operations 1.86 0.57

Total from continued and discontinued operations 1.95 1.04
*  The prior-year consolidated statement of comprehensive income was adjusted for comparison purposes in accordance with IFRS 5.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF 
FINANCIAL POSITION
of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA at June 30, 2022

ASSETS

in mEUR Note 6/30/2022 12/31/2021

Non-current assets

Intangible assets 3.1 108.8 102.6

Property, plant and equipment 3.2 320.9 308.6

Right-of-use assets 3.3 287.2 291.6

Employee benefits assets 23.8 25.2

Financial assets 3.4 16.8 21.4

Investments accounted for using the equity method 3.4 42.1 3.1

Deferred tax assets 26.9 27.0

Total non-current assets 826.5 779.5

Current assets

Inventories 569.9 472.4

Trade receivables 383.5 343.1

Income tax assets 0.9 2.2

Other financial assets 116.9 122.0

Other assets 60.4 44.8

Derivative financial instruments 1.2 1.2

Deferred expenses 40.3 33.4

Cash and cash equivalents 310.3 444.0

Assets held for sale 6.1 38.6

Total current assets 1,489.5 1,501.7

Total assets 2,316.0 2,281.2
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF 
FINANCIAL POSITION
continued

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

in mEUR 6/30/2022 12/31/2021

Equity

Subscribed capital 30.5 30.3

Additional paid-in capital - / - - / -

Other reserves -95.6 -97.5

Retained earnings 611.5 619.9

Share of equity attributable to shareholders of
AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA 546.4 552.7

Non-controlling interests 35.4 39.8

Total equity 581.8 592.5

Non-current liabilities

Pension obligations 33.2 33.6

Provisions 7.5 7.6

Financial liabilities 255.6 254.3

Lease liabilities 275.7 280.9

Contract liabilities 0.1 0.1

Other financial liabilities 23.9 21.1

Deferred tax liabilities 43.0 46.4

Other liabilities 58.6 58.8

Total non-current liabilities 697.6 702.8

Current liabilities

Pension obligations 0.4 0.5

Provisions 38.1 39.6

Financial liabilities 171.2 125.1

Lease liabilities 40.7 41.4

Contract liabilities 73.9 80.1

Trade liabilities 506.9 422.8

Income tax liabilities 12.7 11.2

Derivative financial instruments 0.4 0.4

Deferred income 8.0 8.7

Other liabilities 181.6 216.4

Liabilities held for sale 2.7 39.7

Total current liabilities 1,036.6 985.9

Total equity and liabilities 2,316.0 2,281.2
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA for the period from January 1 to December 31, 2021

in mEUR Other reserves
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January 1, 2021 29.5 - / - 515.2 -11.3 -69.4 464.0 28.0 492.0

Comprehensive income/loss

Consolidated profit/loss for the period - / - - / - 139.3 - / - - / - 139.3 12.5 151.8

Other comprehensive income

Revaluation IAS 19, net after taxes - / - - / - - / - - / - -26.4 -26.4 - / - -26.4

Currency translation differences - / - - / - - / - 9.5 - / - 9.5 - / - 9.5

Comprehensive income/loss - / - - / - 139.3 9.5 -26.4 122.4 12.5 134.9

Equity transactions with shareholders

Dividend - / - - / - -28.7 - / - - / - -28.7 - / - -28.7

Changes in shareholdings in subsidiaries that do
not lead to a loss of control - / - - / - -0.1 - / - - / - -0.1 -0.7 -0.8

Changes in shareholdings in subsidiaries that
lead to a loss of control - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - - / -

Treasury shares 0.8 - / - -5.8 - / - - / - -5.0 - / - -5.0

Convertible bonds - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - - / -

Non-controlling interests through company acquisitions - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - - / -

December 31, 2021 30.3 - / - 619.9 -1.8 -95.8 552.7 39.8 592.5
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA for the period from January 1 to June 30, 2022

in mEUR Other reserves
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January 1, 2022 30.3 - / - 619.9 -1.8 -95.8 552.7 39.8 592.5

Comprehensive income/loss

Consolidated profit/loss for the period - / - - / - 54.7 - / - - / - 54.7 1.0 55.7

Other comprehensive income

Revaluation IAS 19, net after taxes - / - - / - - / - - / - 0.8 0.8 - / - 0.8

Currency translation differences - / - - / - - / - 1.1 - / - 1.1 - / - 1.1

Comprehensive income/loss  - / - - / - 54.7 1.1 0.8 56.6 1,0 57.6

Equity transactions with shareholders

Dividend - / - - / - -41.5 - / - - / - -41.5 - / - -41.5

Changes in shareholdings in subsidiaries that do
not lead to a loss of control - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - -8.7 -8.7

Changes in shareholdings in subsidiaries that
lead to a loss of control - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - 2.4 2.4

Treasury shares 0.2 - / - -21.6 - / - - / - -21.4 - / - -21.4

Convertible bonds - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - - / -

Non-controlling interests through company acquisitions - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - 1.0 1.0

June 30, 2022 30.5 - / - 611.5 -0.6 -95.0 546.4 35.4 581.8
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA for the period  
from January 1 to June 30, 2022

in mEUR 1/1/ - 6/30/2022 1/1/ - 6/30/2021*

Earnings before taxes (EBT) 9.9 21.0

Profit/loss from discontinued operations 52.1 16.4

Gains on bargain purchases - /- -0.6

Gains (-) / losses (+) on deconsolidations -53.7 0.7

Amortization, depreciation and impairments of intangible
assets, property, plant and equipment and right-of-use assets 58.6 53.5

Revaluation from investments accounted for using the equity method -7.8 - / -

Increase (+) / decrease (-) in pension obligations and other provisions -1.8 -11.2

Gains (-) / losses (+) on disposal of property, plant and equipment -0.9 -4.6

Gains (-) / losses (+) on disposal of non-current financial assets - / - 2.6

Gains (-) / losses (+) on currency translation -2.2 -4.3

Net financial income/expenses 16.6 8.9

Interest received 1.9 1.4

Interest paid -12.0 -13.1

Income taxes paid -2.6 -1.7

Gross cash flow 58.1 69.0

Change in working capital and other items

Increase (-) / decrease (+) in inventories -83.4 20.0

Increase (-) / decrease (+) in trade receivables and other assets -50.4 -2.2

Increase (+) / decrease (-) in trade payables and other liabilities 38.2 -24.0

Increase (+) / decrease (-) in other items of the statement of financial position -10.8 21.8

Cash flow from operating activities (net cash flow) -48.3 84.6
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
continued

in mEUR 1/1/ - 6/30/2022 1/1/ - 6/30/2021*

Cash inflows (+) / cash outflows (-) from the acquisition of shares
in subsidiaries including cash acquired -25.8 -18.9

Cash inflows (+) / cash outflows (-) from the sale of subsidiaries
less cash sold 50.4 - /-

Cash inflows (+) / cash outflows (-) from co-investments -31.4 - /-

Proceeds from sales of non-current assets 6.8 9.3

Payments for investments in non-current assets -51.1 -39.9

Cash flow from investing activities -51.1 -49.5

Free cash flow -99.4 35.1

Cash inflows from the borrowing (+) / cash outflows for the repayment (-)
of current financial liabilities 34.8 -89.2

Cash inflows from the borrowing (+) / cash outflows for the repayment (-)
of non-current financial liabilities -4.3 -73.6

Sale (+) / purchase (-) of treasury shares -21.4 - /-

Cash inflows (+) / cash outflows (-) from transactions with non-controlling
interests without change of status -8.7 -0.6

Cash inflows (+) / cash outflows (-) from transactions with non-controlling
interests with change of status 3.4 - /-

Decrease (+) / increase (-) in restricted cash 1.4 0.9

Decrease (-) / increase (+) of cash and cash equivalents shown under
assets held for sale in accordance with the provisions of IFRS 5 0.5 16.5

Dividend of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA -41.5 -28.7

Cash flow from financing activities -35.8 -174.6

Effects of currency fluctuations on cash and cash equivalents 0.9 6.2

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of period 415.8 398.0

Change in cash and cash equivalents -135.1 -139.5

Cash and cash equivalents, end of period 285.5 264.7

Cash and cash equivalents subject to restrictions on disposal 29.3 23.9

Cash and cash equivalents shown under assets held for
sale in accordance with the provisions of IFRS 5 -0.5 -16.5

Cash and cash equivalents as perStatement of Financial Position 310.3 272.1
*  The prior-year consolidated statement of cash flows was adjusted for comparison purposes in accordance with IFRS 5.
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SELECTED NOTES

1.1 Recognition and measurement principles

The recognition and measurement methods applied in the past financial year were also applied without changes 
in the preparation of the present group interim financial statements for the first half of 2022. Irregular expenses 
 incurred during the financial year are only considered or accrued in the same way they would be considered or 
accrued in the annual financial statements at December 31, 2022. 

Due to rounding, numbers presented may not add up precisely to totals provided.

1.2 Unusual matters

No significant matters occurred that would influence the assets, liabilities, equity, period profit/loss or cash flows 
and would be unusual for the business of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA by reason of their nature, 
extent or frequency.

1.3 Changes of estimates made in prior financial statements

No changes were made to the estimates made in prior financial statements.

1.4 Changes in the consolidation group

AURELIUS Equity Opportunities completed three transactions under the co-investment structure, five add-on 
 acquisitions for existing portfolio companies and two exits in the first half of 2022.

As part of a succession solution, BPG Building Partners Group acquired Berlin-based Container Handelsbüro Peter 
Bonitz e. K. from the former private owner as an add-on acquisition at the start of January 2022. Container 
 Handelsbüro Peter Bonitz is active in the sales and leasing of containers, including steel box containers, sanitary 
facilities, and containers for office facilities and buildings, to the construction industry. Its services include the 
transport, assembly and disassembly of containers, and additional services such as cleaning and repairs

In February 2022, the European Imaging Group acquired a majority stake in CameraNU.nl, which is based in Urk/
Netherlands, from the company founders as an add-on acquisition. Founded in 2003 by Johan van Slooten and 
Wilco de Vries, CameraNU has since become the biggest independent omnichannel specialist retailer of cameras 
and accessories in the Netherlands. The product assortment is intended for amateur, semi-professional, and 
 professional photographers and videographers.

BMC Benelux acquired the construction materials division of De Rycke, based in Beveren near Antwerp/Belgium, as 
an add-on acquisition at the end of March 2022. The De Rycke construction materials business offers its customers 
a diverse range of products and extensive advisory and other services for all kinds of construction projects, from 
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shell construction to renovation. The Beveren site will be strengthened considerably by the integration into the 
business and network of BMC Benelux. Thanks to this acquisition, BMC Benelux now has a presence in the 
 Ghent-Antwerp-Brussels region. Thus, the transaction creates significant synergies with the company’s existing 
businesses and considerable market potential for De Rycke and BMC.

In late March 2022, VAG successfully completed the acquisition of RTS Valvulas Ltda., a provider of valve solutions 
based in Guarulhos, São Paulo/Brazil, from the company’s previous owner as an add-on acquisition. The known 
market position and customer base of RTS will enable VAG to extend the geographical reach and complementary 
product portfolios of the two companies. VAG will therefore be able to offer a broad range of premium-quality 
 solutions for water treatment and distribution, wastewater management, dams, and hydroelectric plants.

The European Imaging Group acquired a majority stake in Cyfrowe.pl, a leading omnichannel retailer of photo-
graphic and video equipment based in Gdansk/Poland, as an add-on acquisition in May 2022. This transaction 
strengthens the position of the European Imaging Group as a leading, pan-European specialist retailer and 
 provides a basis for further expansion into eastern European markets.

In January 2022, Ideal Shopping Direct agreed to sell its Create and Craft business to Hochanda Global Limited, 
trading as The Craft Store, and the assets of its Deramores yarn and accessories business to LoveCrafts Group 
 Limited. In February 2022, the Company finally sold its remaining business, the TV and web channels under the 
name Ideal World, to Hamish Morjaria, a British entrepreneur and investor. With these transactions, all parts of 
Ideal Shopping Direct have been sold and removed from the basis of consolidation of the AEO Group.

The sale of the distance learning school AKAD University to the strategic buyer Galileo Global Education was 
 completed on February 25, 2022. Galileo Global Education is the largest private-sector university group in Europe, 
with around 170,000 students in 14 countries. AKAD University, Germany’s oldest state-accredited private distance 
learning university headquartered in Stuttgart, specializes in distance learning “wherever and whenever” for work-
ing people. It offers 78 courses for bachelor’s, master’s, and MBA degrees and more than 100 continuing education 
courses

The acquisition of Minova from Orica Limited, Melbourne/Australia in a global carve-out transaction was success-
fully carried out on February 28, 2022. This was the third acquisition completed under the co-investment structure. 
As with all co-investment acquisitions, AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA controls 30 percent of the 
voting rights. Headquartered in London/United Kingdom, Minova is a globally active manufacturer and supplier of 
ground support and bolting systems, as well as services for mining and infrastructure customers. With 13 manufac-
turing plants and 18 sales offices in North America, Europe, the Commonwealth of Independent States, South 
 Africa, India, and Australia, Minova generated revenues of approx. EUR 300 million in the 2021 financial year.

The acquisition of Ceramic Tile Distributors as a carve-out transaction from the parent company Saint-Gobain was 
completed on April 4, 2022. Ceramic Tile Distributors is a specialized, UK-based distributor of premium-quality 
 ceramic tiles with more than 89 stores and four distribution centers. The company mainly distributes tiles, tile 
 adhesives, and grout, as well as tools and supplies for the preparation, laying, cutting, and drilling of tiles. CTD’s 
leading position in the B2B market is supported by the high brand awareness of its Gemini product line and 
the company’s recent business success. Ceramic Tile Distributors generated revenues of approx. EUR 120 million 
in 2021. 
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The acquisition of McKesson UK was successfully completed on April 6, 2022. McKesson UK is the parent com-
pany of many market-leading healthcare companies, including LloydsPharmacy, John Bell & Croyden, and AAH 
Pharmaceuticals. McKesson UK operates in the four operating segments of Retail, Digital Platforms, In-Home 
Care, and Wholesale. The company holds significant  market shares in each one of these segments. It generated 
revenues of approximately EUR 6 billion in 2020. The success of McKesson UK is underpinned by the strong brand 
LloydsPharmacy, its loyal customer base, and its  leading position in wholesale pharmaceuticals. The company 
has benefitted greatly in the past years from the  introduction of additional services in its own, more than 1,300 
pharmacies, a growing portfolio of digital services, and the ability to support the growing trend of basic in-home 
patient care.

2. Selected notes to the Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income

2.1 Revenues

in mEUR 1/1/ - 6/30/2022 1/1/- 6/30/2021

Revenues from sales of goods 1,342.5 1,002.6

Revenues from sales of services 224.3 196.8

Total continued operations 1,566.8 1,199.4

Discontinued operations 25.1 459.7

Total revenues 1,591.9 1,659.1

in mEUR 1/1/ - 6/30/2022 1/1/- 6/30/2021

Germany 255.1 184.2

Europe – European Union 721.0 517.5

Europe – Other 399.9 359.4

Third countries 190.8 138.3

Total continued operations 1,566.8 1,199.4

Discontinued operations 25.1 459.7

Total revenues 1,591.9 1,659.1
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2.3 Other expenses

in mEUR 1/1/ - 6/30/2022 1/1/- 6/30/2021

Freight and transport costs 38.5 27.4

Consulting 30.7 22.2

Administration 26.9 20.7

Buildings and machinery 23.9 19.3

Office expenses 20.4 19.9

Marketing and commissions 15.7 5.9

Personnel leasing 7.8 5.2

Expenses from exchange rate changes 6.0 3.9

Costs charged by third parties 4.0 3.8

Miscellaneous expenses 18.4 17.8

Total continued operations 192.3 146.1

Discontinued operations 7.2 109.8

Total other expenses 199.5 255.9

2.2 Other income

in mEUR 1/1/ - 6/30/2022 1/1/- 6/30/2021

Claims for damages 8.4 4.8

Exchange rate changes 8.2 9.5

Charging of costs to third parties 6.2 1.5

Internal production capitalized 2.3 1.3

Derecognition of liabilities 1.6 1.0

Disposal of non-current assets 1.4 4.6

Reversal of provisions 0.1 0.5

Gains on bargain purchases - / - 0.6

Deconsolidations - / - 0.1

Miscellaneous income 13.3 20.3

Total continued operations 41.5 44.2

Discontinued operations 61.3 48.2

Total other income 102.8 92.4
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3. Development of fixed assets

3.1 Intangible assets

in mEUR
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Acquisition or production cost

Balance at January 1, 2021 126.5 37.9 205.2 1.6 371.2

Discontinued operations -106.7 -1.2 -64.7 - / - -172.6

Continued operations 19.8 36.7 140.5 1.6 198.6

Changes in the basis of consolidation 0.3 9.1 6.1 0.3 15.8

Additions 3.3 - / - 7.4 4.6 15.3

Disposals - / - - / - -5.6 -0.8 -6.4

Reclassifications 0.1 - / - 1.8 -1.9 - / -

Currency effects 0.1 - / - 4.5 0.3 4.9

Balance at December 31, 2021 23.6 45.8 154.7 4.1 228.2

Discontinued operations -5.7 - / - -2.8 - / - -8.5

Continued operations 17.9 45.8 151.9 4.1 219.7

Changes in the basis of consolidation - / - 15.4 - / - - / - 15.4

Additions 0.7 - / - 3.7 3.5 7.9

Disposals - / - - / - -0.5 -0.1 -0.6

Reclassifications 0.1 - / - - / - -0.1 - / -

Currency effects -0.1 - / - -1.1 0.2 -1.0

Balance at June 30, 2022 18.6 61.2 154.0 7.6 241.4

Amortization and impairments

Balance at January 1, 2021 -73.8 -17.6 -136.1 - / - -227.5

Discontinued operations 63.7 - / - 55.9 - / - 119.6

Continued operations -10.1 -17.6 -80.2 - / - -107.9

Additions -2.4 - / - -17.7 - / - -20.1

Impairment (IAS 36) - / - - / - -0.3 - / - -0.3

Disposals - / - - / - 5.3 - / - 5.3

Currency effects -0.1 - / - -2.5 - / - -2.6

Balance at December 31, 2021 -12.6 -17.6 -95.4 - / - -125.6

Discontinued operations 3.4 - / - 0.3 - / - 3.7

Continued operations -9.2 -17.6 -95.1 - / - -121.9

Additions -1.0 - / - -9.4 - / - -10.4

Impairment (IAS 36) - / - -1.0 - / - - / - -1.0

Disposals - / - - / - 0.1 - / - 0.1

Currency effects -0.1 0.1 0.6 - / - 0.6

Balance at June 30, 2022 -10.3 -18.5 -103.8 - / - -132.6

Carrying amount at December 31, 2021 11.0 28.2 59.3 4.1 102.6

Carrying amount at June 30, 2022 8.3 42.7 50.2 7.6 108.8
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3.2 Property, plant and equipment

in MEUR
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Balance at January 1,2021 39.5 126.3 157.7 94.8 14.6 432.9

Discontinued operations -3.2 -16.3 -5.1 -15.4 -3.8 -43.8

Continued operations 36.3 110.0 152.6 79.4 10.8 389.1

Changes in the basis of consolidation 16.9 14.0 14.2 9.1 0.1 54.3

Additions - / - 2.9 21.5 18.8 14.2 57.4

Disposals -22.8 -22.5 -7.5 -11.2 -1.2 -65.2

Reclassifications 1.9 0.8 4.6 2.1 -9.4 - / -

Currency effects 1.0 3.0 8.7 1.2 0.7 14.6

Balance at December 31, 2021 33.3 108.2 194.1 99.4 15.2 450.2

Discontinued operations - / - -0.4 -32.5 -1.6 -0.2 -34.7

Continued operations 33.4 107.8 161.6 97.8 15.0 415.6

Changes in the basis of consolidation - / - 0.7 1.3 0.6 0.3 2.9

Additions 0.2 0.7 12.4 19.8 10.1 43.2

Disposals - / - -0.5 -6.1 -2.3 -0.8 -9.7

Reclassifications -0.2 1.6 3.7 0.3 -5.4 - / -

Currency effects 0.2 0.3 -1.8 -0.4 0.1 -1.6

Balance at June 30, 2022 33.6 110.6 171.1 115.8 19.3 450.4

Depreciation and impairments

Balance at January 1, 2021 -2.3 -23.1 -51.0 -46.2 -0.7 -123.3

Discontinued operations 1.2 0.5 1.8 13.3 0.7 17.5

Continued operations -1.1 -22.6 -49.2 -32.9 - / - -105.8

Acquisitions -0.1 -7.0 -22.9 -16.8 - / - -46.8

Impairment (IAS 36) - / - - / - -0.9 -2.0 - / - -2.9

Disposals - / - 2.9 5.9 9.9 - / - 18.7

Currency effects - / - -0.5 -3.9 -0.4 - / - -4.8

Balance at December 31, 2021 -1.2 -27.2 -71.0 -42.2 - / - -141.6

Discontinued operations - / - 0.1 32.0 1.5 - / - 33.6

Continued operations -1.2 -27.1 -39.0 -40.7 - / - -108.0

Acquisitions -0.1 -2.9 -14.6 -7.8 - / - -25.4

Impairment (IAS 36) - / - - / - - / - - / - - / - - / -

Disposals - / - - / - 1.7 1.0 - / - 2.7

Currency effects -0.1 - / - 1.1 0.2 - / - 1.2

Balance at June 30, 2022 -1.4 -30.0 -50.8 -47.3 - / - -129.5

Carrying amount at December 31, 2021 32.1 81.0 123.1 57.2 15.2 308.6

Carrying amount at June 30, 2022 32.2 80.6 120.3 68.5 19.3 320.9
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3.3 Right-of-use assets

in mEUR Right-of-use assets  

Acquisition or production costs

Balance at January 1, 2021 499.7

Discontinued operations -154.1

Continued operations 345.6

Changes in the basis of consolidation 5.1

Additions 91.4

Disposals -36.2

Currency effects 8.0

Balance at December 31, 2021 413.9

Discontinued operations -3.6

Continued operations 410.3

Changes in the basis of consolidation 2.0

Additions 25.3

Disposals -8.1

Currency effects -2.4

Balance at June 30, 2022 427.1

Depreciation and impairments

Balance at January 1, 2021 -184.8

Discontinued operations 98.9

Continued operations -85.9

Additions -40.4

Impairment (IAS 36) -8.3

Disposals 10.6

Reversal of impairments (IAS 36) 3.8

Currency effects -2.1

Stand 31. Dezember 2021 -122.3

Discontinued operations 1.2

Continued operations -121.1

Additions -21.8

Impairment (IAS 36) - / -

Disposals 2.6

Reversals of impairments (IAS 36) - / -

Currency effects 0.4

Balance at June 30, 2022 -139.9

Carrying amount at December 31, 2021 291.6

Carrying amount at June 30, 2022 287.2
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3.4 Financial assets and investments accounted for using the equity method

3.4.1 Other investments 
The total amount of EUR 6.3 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 6.3 million) mainly includes an investment of the  
Conaxess Trade Group in the amount of EUR 6.3 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 6.3 million). Furthermore, this item 
includes an investment of the Building Partners Group in the amount of EUR five thousand (December 31, 2021: EUR 
five thousand).

3.4.2 Other long-term-loans
The total amount of EUR 10.5 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 15.1 million) consists mainly of long-term loans with 
Distrelec of EUR 6.0 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 5.8 million) and Silvan of EUR 2.4 million (December 31, 2021: 
EUR 2.4 million).

3.4.3 Companies accounted for at equity
The total amount of EUR 42.1 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 3.1 million) mainly includes the investment in 
AURELIUS Investment Lux One Sàrl amounting to EUR 41.4 million (December 31, 2021: EUR 3.1 million), the acqui-
sition vehicle of the company AURELIUS European Opportunities Fund IV founded in 2021 and AURELIUS Equity 
Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA.

5. Significant contingent liabilities, guaranties and legal disputes

Contingent liabilities and guaranties
As at the balance sheet date of June 30, 2022, the following contingent liabilities and guaranties exist:

In connection with the sale of the SECOP Group that was completed in late July 2017, AURELIUS Equity Opportu-
nities SE & Co. KGaA assumed joint and several liability for certain obligations of the seller related to possible 
 warranty claims of the buyer, possible tax indemnification claims of the buyer, possible claims of the buyer related 
to any refund claims under the financial purchase price determination mechanism, and possible claims related to 
indemnification of certain matters. In the meantime, the obligations related to possible claims of the buyer based 

4. Segment revenues, EBITDA and EBIT for the period from January 1 to June 30, 2022

in mEUR Services & 
Solutions

Industrial 
Production

Retail & 
Consumer 

Products

Other AURELIUS 
Group

Revenues 214.1 522.4 736.3 94.0 1,566.8

Discontinued Operations 2.9 12.2 10.0 - / - 25.1

EBITDA 14.6 44.0 70.2 -43.7 85.1

Discontinued Operations 42.2 1.2 12.8 - / - 56.2

EBIT 1.6 24.4 47.4 -46.9 26.5

Discontinued Operations 41.9 1.1 11.2 - / - 54.2

HanseYachts continues to be presented within the Other category because it could not be assigned to one of the 
three segments on the basis of the classification criteria of end customers and products (IFRS 8).
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on a breach of regular warranties and possible claims of the buyer with respect to any refund claims under the 
 financial purchase price determination mechanism have expired due to the passage of time. Any claims with 
r espect to indemnification for certain matters that are limited to an amount of approximately EUR 11.7 million may 
only be asserted for five years after the transaction closing date. The joint liability for tax indemnification claims is 
subject to a limitation period of either six months after the legally binding assessment or after expiration of the 
 assessment period.

In connection with the sale of Getronics that was completed in early July 2017, AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & 
Co. KGaA was required to assume guaranty undertakings for certain obligations of the seller related to possible 
warranty claims of the buyer, possible tax indemnification claims of the buyer, possible claims of the buyer with 
respect to any refund claims due to impermissible transfers, possible claims related to the indemnification for cer-
tain matters, and possible claims due to the breach of post-contractual obligations. In the meantime, the guaranty 
undertaking for any claims related to impermissible transfers and for possible warranty claims of the buyer that do 
not relate to fundamental warranties have expired due to the passage of time. All other claims to which the  guaranty 
undertaking pertains are subject to a limitation period of five years after the transaction closing date.

Effective November 26, 2018, AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA acquired the Mannheim-based com-
pany VAG from the U.S. Rexnord Group through its indirect subsidiary AURELIUS Alpha Invest DS GmbH. AURELIUS 
Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA assumed a funding commitment to the Rexnord Group under which it under-
took to provide sufficient capital resources to AURELIUS Alpha Invest DS GmbH to enable it to service the purchase 
price and other precisely defined obligations. 

Effective September 5, 2019, AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA sold SOLIDUS. In this connection, 
AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA made an independent guaranty undertaking in the purchase agree-
ment to guarantee any payment obligations of the seller related to possible impermissible transfers, the existence 
of payment claims of the AURELIUS Group against SOLIDUS after the closing date, or the breach of fundamental 
warranties under the purchase agreement. Guaranty claims of the buyer become time-barred at the latest 
84 months after the closing date of the purchase agreement.

Through its affiliate AURELIUS Development Seventeen GmbH, AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA  
 acquired ZIM Flugsitz GmbH in December 2019. AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA assumed a funding 
commitment to the seller in which it undertook to provide sufficient capital resources to the buyer to enable it to 
service the purchase price and certain other claims.

Effective May 31, 2021, AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA acquired, through a subsidiary, HÜPPE GmbH 
and its subsidiaries from Masco Germany Holding GmbH. In the corresponding share purchase agreement, 
AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA guaranteed the fulfillment of certain indemnification obligations of 
the buyer. The indemnification obligations related to claims (i) asserted after the closing date against the seller or 
its affiliated companies due to the repayment of shareholder loans before the closing date, or (ii) asserted after the 
closing date against the seller or its affiliated companies due to repayments of shareholder loans or distributions to 
the buyer and its affiliated companies in the context of any possible insolvency of HÜPPE GmbH. The amount of the 
guaranty under (i) is limited to EUR 1.7 million; the amount of the guaranty under (ii) is limited to the amount 
 received by the buyer or its affiliated companies. The guaranties will expire on May 31, 2024.
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In connection with the sale of AKAD Bildungsgesellschaft mbH, which was completed in February 2022, AURELIUS 
Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA assumed a limited-amount guarantee to back the guarantees and indemnifica-
tion undertakings assumed by the seller under the purchase agreement.

In connection with the sale of Hammerl GmbH, which was notarized in June 2022, and the corresponding land, 
AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA assumed a limited-amount guarantee to back the guarantees and 
indemnification undertakings assumed by the seller under the purchase agreement.

AURELIUS SE considers the risk of enforcement of the aforementioned guaranties to be minor. 

The acquisition of the European consumer battery business from Panasonic Europe B.V. (now: Advanced Power 
Solutions), which was conducted under the newly launched Co-investment program, was completed on June 4, 
2021. In connection with the acquisition, AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA undertook to make 
 payments from the purchase price mechanism as of the effective closing date and for subsequent purchase price 
elements. The payment undertaking is limited to a maximum amount of EUR 20.6 million for all investors and will 
expire on October 5, 2024 at the latest. The economic risk associated with the payment undertaking is shared with 
the Co-investing enterprises in proportion to their shares of the acquisition.

Under the co-investment program, purchase agreements for the Dental Bauer Group and the Pluradent Group 
were concluded concurrently in June. In connection with this acquisition, AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. 
KGaA assumed a payment undertaking for the purchase price payments to be made on the closing date.

Legal disputes
With respect to the two companies Old BCA Ltd. and Book Club Trading Ltd., the AEO Group is exposed to the risk 
of continuing liability for pension obligations based on mistakes made during the implementation of the pension 
fund in the 1990s. The amount varies and could possibly reach an amount in the middle single-digit millions. 
 Rectification proceedings are currently being carried out by the companies before a British court through which 
the past mistakes should be rectified. The Group considers the prospects for success to be good overall.

A claim for payment of an amount in the low-double digit millions is being asserted against AURELIUS Equity 
 Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA and three additional defendants as joint and several debtors by the insolvency admin-
istrator of a former company of the Getronics Group. The defendants unanimously assume that it will be possible 
to successfully defend against the suit based on numerous factual and legal grounds

The insolvency administrator of ACC Compressors S.p.A. is asserting a claim for damages against two former Group 
companies for allegedly anti-competitive behavior. The amount in question is in the low double-digit millions. If 
the administrator prevails, AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA could bear a contractual liability. The 
lawsuit was won in the first instance, after which the opposing side filed an appeal. The Group currently expects 
that the appeal will not be successful. 

Furthermore, AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA is party to legal disputes as of the reporting date in the 
course of its general business operations; however, none of these are to be assessed as material in terms of risk or 
amount.
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6. Events after the reporting date

The NDS Group completed the acquisitions of Hovdan Poly AS and Nordic Wash AS as two additional add-on 
acquisitions on July 5, 2022. These are the third and fourth add-on acquisitions made by the NDS Group since it 
has belonged to the portfolio of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities. Founded in 1910, Hovdan Poly AS distributes 
premium-quality ship  components such as winches, ropes, and life jackets. The company has built up a well-
known brand and recently made significant investments in the modernization of its B2B and B2C web shops. 
The product portfolio complements the current offerings of the NDS Group. Therefore, the NDS Group expects 
major synergy effects from the acquisition. Nordic Wash AS is a strategically valuable addition to the group’s 
existing repair shop equipment portfolio. It follows the acquisition of Nordic Lift AS in November of last year. 
Nordic Wash offers car wash equipment designed specifically for the Norwegian market. Customers benefit 
from the one-stop shopping solutions offered by the NDS Group in the area of equipment. The group also signed 
a principal supplier agreement with Carfix AS.

The acquisitions of dental bauer and major parts of Pluradent, two dental equipment distribution companies 
based in Germany, were completed on July 12, 2022. This is the sixth transaction completed under the co-invest-
ment structure. AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA controls 30 percent of voting rights. The transactions 
were carried out in close partnership with the Linneweh family, who has built dental bauer into a very successful 
business in the last decades. The newly affiliated company will generate revenues of more than EUR 300 million in 
Germany, Switzerland, and Austria, as well as adjacent markets. dental bauer is a leading dental depot in Germany, 
Switzerland, Austria, and the Netherlands. The family-run business founded in 1947 sells consumable supplies, 
capital goods, and equipment, as well as technical and advisory services, to dentist practices and dental labs. The 
company’s success has been supported by a lean and flexible organization, the development of new branches and 
sites, and both smaller and larger acquisitions within the industry. Headquartered in Offenbach am Main, Pluradent 
is a prestigious German dental company that supplies dental practices with consumable supplies, equipment, and 
instruments, as well as technical services. The group also maintains subsidiaries in Austria and Poland and its own 
distribution center in Kassel. 

AURELIUS Equity Opportunities completed the sale of Hammerl GmbH, a leading manufacturer of blown film prod-
ucts in Germany, to Karl Bachl GmbH & Co. KG on August 2, 2022. As part of the AURELIUS Equity Opportunities 
portfolio since 2016, Hammerl was successfully optimized with close operational support. The purchase price 
was higher than the last stated NAV. Founded in 1956, Hammerl has been a pioneer in blown film production 
since 1977. The products are used in underground construction, building construction, add-on construction, 
renovation, horticulture, and landscaping, among other applications. Hammerl is the only supplier in the German 
market to offer the full range of products including construction films, special films, dimpled sheets, and vapor 
barrier sheets. Hammerl sells its “made-in-Germany” products mainly to wholesalers under its own brand name.

On August 5, 2022, the acquisition of Footasylum, a leading fashion streetwear and sportswear retailer in the UK, 
from JD Sports Fashion Plc (JD Sports), was completed. The transaction was executed through the co-investment 
structure of AURELIUS, consisting of the AURELIUS European Opportunities IV Fund and AURELIUS Equity Opportu-
nities. Footasylum is an omni-channel retailer of fashion streetwear and sportswear spanning across 63 stores in 
the UK, with a hyper-local approach – seeking to serve the local community. The company was founded in 2005 
and is headquartered in Rochdale, UK. Until the acquisition, the firm had been owned by JD Sports since 2019. 
Footasylum operates seven websites (group and own brand sites) and associated warehouse facilities. The busi-
ness sells a mix of footwear, apparel and accessories through stores, websites, and a wholesale channel.
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